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./r+I-M ll'D 1 / '/ 1f 
(a) Pseudopecoe/ina puriensls ap..-A, (Fig. 1). 
Host: Therapon theraps (Cuv. and Val.) 
Site ; Small Intestine 
Locality : PUJI coast, Orlssa 
Number· of specimens : Seven specimens 
from four hosts of 46 examined. 11 
· Specimens deposited : NO. MT 48 (Holo-
type)i NO, MT 49 (Paratypes) 
Discussion : Two species ~re known In the 
genus Pseudopecoelina Yamaguti, 1942: 
P. elongata Hafeezullah, 1971. The new form 
differs from both the$e forms In having go-
nads contiguous, posterior tE,stls · much 
larger, a shorter posttesticular space, diffe-
rent sucker·~ .ratio and vitellaria extending 
from the level of pharynx upto postNior 
extremity. 
OPE CO ELI DAE 

Pseudopecoelina xishaense SIJ;-fl:ov. (fig. 13) 6i lA ~ Sl-te"' 1 l G83 
Six specimens were obtained from the intestine of one of three Epinephelus kohleri 
Schulz. 
This species closely resembles P. dambieriae Yamaguti, 1942, but differs from it by 
the position of the testes which is relatively more anterior and contiguous, with a ra-
ther long cirrus sac, ovary and anterior testis being contiguous, smaller eggs and by 
host being an Epinephelus. 
Opecoelidae 
00 13 gg~~JLft!ll.(ffi#) 
P1,:11dope~oe/ina xishaen1,: sp. oov. £m 


11 wp aa oraJ sucker; 
Cling immediately behind bue of '* Laurer'a canal opening dorsolateral 
Opeooelidae 
atlevel of ovary . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . • . • P. •kule 
tely mnaller than oral sucker; 
~• commencing at variable distances posterior 
Jia■ of 11Gttabular stalk . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . • • • • . . • • • 2 
tnabMy slender . • • • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • 3 
markedly slender • .. .. . .. . .. • • .. . . . . . . . . • .. . . • • • .. • 4 
•1b•~"cmtal opening dorsolateral to ovary ................. P. tmuolda 
~, canal opening dorsal to left cecum at 
level of anterior end of ovary or vitelline 
reservoir . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • P. boop, 
S.fflirlal vesicle cylindrical; Laurer's canal 
opening dorsolateral to left cecum; cirrus 
pouch present . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • P. wlutula 
Seminal vesicle claviform; Laurer's canal opening 
anterosinistral to ovary medial to left cecum; 
cirrus pouch absent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. pan,illcetabulatw 
SCl1linal vesicle tubular; Laurer's canal opening 
dorsal to left cecum at level of anterior end 
of ovary; cirrus pouch absent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . P. opelu 





"related to Opecoeloides Odhner,An1soporus Ozaki and 
Genitocotyle Park. Body slender,unarmed. Oral sucker terminal, 
inclined ventrally, Prepharynx distinct. Pharynx well developed. 
Es~phagus short. Ceca opening into excretory vesicle to form 
cloaoa,which in turn opens terminally. Acetabulum pedunculate, 
without tentacular appendages,near anterior extremity. No accessorj 
sucker. Testes median,tandem,amooth, at or near middle of blmdbody. 
Vesicular seminalis tubular,more or less enlarged posteriorly, 
extending furthur backward than base of acetabulum. Cirrus pouch 
absent or rudimentary,inclosing para prostatica and ductus eJaculatoriue 
when present. Genital pore variable in heights behind oral sucker, 
midventral or sinistral. Ovary median,preteaticular,smooth. No 
receptaculum seminis. Laurer's canal present. Uterus coiled in 
intercecal field between preovarian shell gland and intestinal 
bifurcation. Vitellaria surrounding ceca between postacetabular 
region and posterior extremity. Excretory vesicle tubular,reaching 
to ovary. Parasites of marine fishes. 
Gebotype: Pseudopacoeloides tenuis Yamaguti,1940 
Other species: ~.carangia (Yamaguti,1938) Yamaguti,1940 
~.gracilia Manter in. FP&&el,q1 
Yamaguti adds: Cymbephallua elongatua Yamaguti,1938 
may posses a cloaca. If so, it should be transferred to Paeudopecoeloide 
but this is unable to determine on the original material owing to 
excessive development of the vitellaria at the posterlor extremity. 
It is,however, very desirable to make out this point on fre sh material 
or sections." 
NO Cl u., t,__~ i-) "-1 J_j_ 
No (}_,C~~ A..t,{~~ 
L ~Clc._(.I... ;,-u ~ 
t ~);1_(., ~~ t ~ I 

;, _Pseudopecoeloides tenuis Yama11uti, 1940 
Habitat. Small intestine of Priacanthus hamrur (Bleek.,.,I 
Material and locality. 7 mature specimens fixed in acetic 
sublimate under slight cover glass pressure, stained and mounted 
in toto ; Macassar. 
Body S.8 - 10.RX0.37 - 0. ;5 mm. Oral sucker 0.22 - 0.33X0.21 -
0.3mm, Prepharynx up to 75:, lorig. Pharynx 0.12-0.15X0.ll-
0.I S6 mm. Esophagus up to 0.15 mm long. Ceca opening into 
excretory vesicle at posterior extremity. Acetabulum oval, with 
slit-like aperture, 0.09- 0. 12 X 0.11 - 0. 156 mm, retracted into its 
peduncle, latter 0.25-0.6 mm long, 0.065- 0.12 mm in diameter at 
its narrowest part, with fine circular wrinkles unless it is extended, 
containing powerful retractor of acetabulum. 
Testes elliptical, fusiform or rhomboid, 0.62-0.BIX0.26-0.35 
mm, 0.025- 0.32 mm apart from each other; anterior testis at or 
near midbody; posterior testis at posterior end ol middle third of 
body or at its junction with posterior third. Vesicula seminalis 
0.3-0.5'.>X0.08- ll.12 mm, reaching as tar ha, k as middle ol anterior 
third of bodv, or a little more posteraorly (,entl,L por,. at level of 
posterior f'nd of oral sue- ker. 
Ovary o,o,d to dl1pticsl 11,.'. I 0. j5 II I J O !..!. 111m, pre equa-
ParHitic worma mainly from C.lebe■ Part ). 263 
rial, 0.11 - 0.7 mm in front of anterior te■ti1. Uterus mor.e intri• 
tely coiled poeteriorly than anteriorly; e11• 48- 60 X 33 - 391•. 
itelline follicle, extendinir alone ceca from about middle of an• 
rior third to Roeterior extremity, interrupted on each side ol shell . 
and or ovary· and te1tea. · 

93. Psndopecoeloidesaltule ~ ~amo.j11.-tT, /~,<) 
(Fig. 107) 
~AT: Intestine of Trachurops crumenophthalmus 
(Jol!i1 ume "akule"); Hawaii. 
IIOLOTYPB: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63715. 
))ll(?RIPTION (based on 21 whole mounts): Body 
1111Jc,ylindrical, smooth, more or less tapered posteriorly, 
3.S-7.5 mm long, up to 0.2-0.7 mm wide at level of gonads 
or uterus. Oral sucker subterminal, surmounted by 
preciral lobe, 0.15-0.34 X 0.16-0.36 mm; prepharynx 40-
llOµ long; pharynx 0.08-0.19 X 0.08-0.17 mm; esopha-
1111 simple, S0-150 µ long; ceca opening sideways into 
excretory vesicle near its posterior end by narrow anal 
.canals. Acetabulum 0.2-0.37 mm anteroposteriorly. 0.2-
0.43 mm transversely, without tentacular appendages; 
acetabular stalk 0.2-0.S mm long, with its base near 
middle of anterior third of body. 
Testes oval to elliptical, or somewhat fusiform, 
tandem,separated by vitelline follicles, 0.28-0.65 X 0.12-
0.4 mm; anterior testis always in middle third of body, 
but posterior testis usually at junction of middle with 
posterior third of body, occasionally in middle third. 
Seminal vesicle tubular, winding, swollen (up to 50-
110 µ) posteriorly, may or may not extend into anteiror 
vitellarian zone, tapered and straightened out anteriorly. 
Cirrus pouch rudimentary or absent. Pars prostatica 
cylindrical, 4S-60 X 20-28 µ; cirrus cylindrical, simple, 
58-70 X 20-28 µ. Common genital pore slightly to left 
at level of pharynx. 
Ovary subglobular, 0.16-0.31 X 0.1-0.3 mm, pre-equa-
torial, median or slightly submedian, a short distance in 
front of anterior testis. Shell gland complex pre-0varian. 
Laurer's canal opening dorsal to left cecum at level of 
ovary. Uterine coils confined to intercecal field between 
ovary and intestinal bifurcation; metraterm well de-
veloped distally, alongside male terminalia. Eggs oval, 
49-60 X 32-42 µ in life. Vitelline gland circumcecal, 
extending between base of acetabular stalk and posterior 
extremity, usually interrrupted at level of testes, some-
times opposite ovary. Excretory vesicle tubular, usually 
reaching to posterior end of ovary, receiving anal canals 
near its terminal pore. 
DISCUSSION: This species differs from Pseudopecoeloi-
des gracilis Manter, 194 7 from the same host species of 
the Atlantic in size of body and eggs. In P gracilis the 
body length is less than 2 mm and most eggs measured 
61-66 µ in length. 
Opecoe l 1dae 
107, 
Opecoel1dae 
94. Pseudopecoeloides boops-.r,p,.. '< 01 M . \ \ ~ "'t-0 
(Fig. 108) 
HABITAT: Intestine of Priacanrhus boops; Hawaii. 
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63716. 
DESCRIPTION (based on ten whole mounts): Body 
slender, attenuated in postacetabular region, 4.5-7.5 mm 
long, 0.28-0.47 mm wide at level of testes or uterus. 
Forebody shorter than acetabular peduncle which is up 
to 0.7- mm long. Oral sucker terminal, 0.16-0.24 X0.12-
0.24 mm; prepharynx distinct; pharynx 60-120 X 90-
140 µ. Esophagus 0.1-0.15 mm long, bifurcating at base 
of acetabular peduncle; ceca forming cloaca at extreme 
posterior end of body. Acetabulum 0.1-0.15 X 0.1-
0.15 X 0.1-0.16 mm, long-stalked, near anterior ex-
tremity, telescoped into its stalk in most of the specimens 
examined. 
Testes elliptical to fusiform, 0.2-0.7 X 0.18-0.37 mm; 
anterior testis more or less posterior to middle of body; 
posterior testis confined to, or largely in, caudal third of 
body even in contracted specimens. Seminal vesicle 
tubular, winding, 0.4-0.65 mm long lineally, 30-70 µ 
wide, commencing some distance anterior to vitellarian 
zone, with its narrower anterior portion strongly winding; 
pars prostatica not distinctly differentiated; straight 
ejaculatory duct opening outside ventral to pharynx, 
surrounded by accompanying cells at distal end. No 
definite cirrus pouch. 
Ovary oval, 0.14-0.26 X 0.09-0.22 mm, distinctly post-
equatorial, only equatorial in contracted specimens, but 
never pre-equatorial. Laurer's canal originating from 
germiduct before the latter joins the vitelline reservoir, 
running transversely, not turning backward before open-
ing dorsal to left cecum at level of anterior end of ovary 
or vitelline reservoir. Uterus winding forward in intercecal 
field; metraterm not well differentiated; eggs oval, 55-
63 X 32-37 µ in life. Vitelline follicles commencing at 
different levels in posterior part of anterior third of 
body, interrupted opposite ovary and testes, confluent 
in posttesticular field as well as in space between ovary 
and anterior testis and between two testes. Vitelline 
reservoir overlapping anterior part of ovary on its dorsal 
side. Excretory vesicle tubular, reaching to ovary; 
cloaca! pore often very prominent. 
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the most 
closely related Pseudopecoe/oides tenuis Yamaguti, 1940 
from Pseudopriacanthus nipponicus of Japan and P 
tenuoides Martin, 1960 from Priacanthus cruentatus of 
Hawaii in the relative location of the ovary and testes. 
In the latter two species the anterior testis is equatorial 
and the ovary is constantly pre-equatorial, in strong 
contrast with the present species. In this respect P. boops 
resembles P. wekeu/a n. sp. from Mulloidichthys, but 
the testes are nearer the posterior extremity in P. boops 
than in P. wekeula, and the body is much longer and 




the same. In differentiating related species I would like 
to point out the importance of differences in the ralative 
position of the ovary and testes, which is almost always 
constant for each species unless the body is strongly 
contracted. 
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13. PuudoJ)«oe/oides cara,,g;, CYamalfUti, 1938) 
Y amaguti, 1940. 
Esamination of the additional material from Carau merknd 
• et Valene. from T arumi and C. equ11/a T emm. et Schles. from 
ima compelled me to extend the range of variation given 
• ualy for the present 1pecie1. The 1pecie1 may therefore be 
ined ■11 followe . · 
Body rather ■lender, 1.2 - 5 X 0. 15 - 0.5.mm ; forebody 1hort, 
cl,ody Ions, tapering poeteriorly to a more or le11 pointed end. 
1ucker 0.095 - 0.26 mm in diameter. Pharynx 0.07 - 0.138 X 
863 -0. 15 mm. Eaophagu1 0.06-0.2 mm Iona. Acetabulum 0.08-
.l mm in diameter, with long peduncle. Te1te1 0.12-0.-48X0.075-
5 mm; ve1icula 1erninali1 35 - 11 ◄ I' wide. O vary 0.06- 0.25X 
075-0.26mm. Ea1r160-75X30 - 5411. 
Literature. 
Y--.uti, S., Studiee on the helminth fa- of japan. Part 2 1. Trematode. 
fiebea, IV. Publiehed b7 the author, 49- '°• 1938. - Yama111ti, S., Studiee on 
laelminth faune of Japan. Part 31. T rematode• of fi1he1, V:1. }ap. Jou,. Zool. 
I). 3S & 108. 19-40 
p ,11<1.,,,, ulc,,d,'" ,,lrtltJl/1~ fYut11t UtJ. t<1:1s, ' HI ,_11t1 10,,1 
, \ \f: I q,,,," phal/u"f ,ur,,,, ,, Yu111a,:ult. ](). ~. 
JI,, T: •'11hyru,n,1 ,,.11., 1 l--ph~·11,r11itla1•). 
If PIT\1" :'-11111II i11tl',ti11P. 
l""K II.I'!'\; l'unt" l'n,,..,.,a, l'nl11w,011 Tsl.,11,I, Philipp11,,,. 
U ·rr.: 2fl :\fo,v 19H2. 
IKll IFS l•~;1•11SITH•: l ~- ,\I ll,•lo11. ('nll. :-n. J;",•I'.! 
f>,-.s,1or-T10, (bru•1·d nn 111w ,p .. ,·111u•11): JlHtl.,· 1.i':.!11 I,\ ·;,r,. 1,,, .. t, 111 ..,. ,, 
n•1111t~ tn1n,·1tt••1 f'on•hudy ? :;, hiwllu,d., I .~no. p1~tr• ... f11•ul,11 ptut :!.!.? • 
J urk,·r !l!l hy ,;I; 111·f'!ul111l11111 1 lfi h., 1.·,i,. ,011.pl,•t,•ly r,·trn,·t,,,1 lll!u , •I 
Ptl, '!" pn!11ll111•; ,u,·k•·r l,•11ztl, rat,,, I 1 .Jti: prrpl111n" It r,!tl __ , 
nx tt:-; h,\- '1, 11"-••pl111:,:11 .. l••rit,:tl1 1~1. 1•1·,•:1, np,·ninj!' 111t•• ..-x, rt•t,,rv hla,ldt 1 
r11~1~ te ... tis :!n:1 h., I J'O\. J1u .. 1t•n,u ti· ... ti~ 2:!:.! h~ 1,"',il: nt•,•h,huhu, in u',·n•u' 
:1t10, to )H),ft'rtn, ff'"Stl .. 7711, tu p11 .. ff·rt(lr ,, trr11u1v ,f I xr .. ..,' I Pf· Ui:ttl 
iu .li.1; u\'nry )ft!? I,~ 7-;a. prdf .. ,,ti1•11lar, a1·1·t11h11l11111 t, .. t ( ,ar, h1.j~ ,·ltc•H rt 
'''.:'.;11 1'1'_'.'.l "Jlflo-11,, ~••1~1111-: 111'1•!11!111111111 t" \l!t•llmr t tld-· ~t t,; 11,, ,,nr 
' - lo iii h,, II t,, I. l·.!\tl'II o\'111 \ pr1•-•·11t, ,11111 1 •• ;- , 11b11Jr 11, 
tr.I, hrhH'f'II ! 1•-11•,, i11 l'011tnd ,1 ·ti, po,t,•ri11r t,•,t1-, I ., ti\ ,.,, rhpp ) 
tr ti ,·entrall)·. · 
o~: ~hi ...... ,,1 11·1 .... \\rt"' fin.I ,1 ..... ,.,1hr-,f a r um1,r 1,1.1'11,•, r ,rnu,1, 
rt, 11 ! f1·0111 ,lap1111 h~ Y1111111j.>11ti ( Jll.'I~, fl, I JIHO ,l,!P,I IH'W 
ptte111u•u ... fnn11 tlu-- Jt1111 h11,t, 11111] t1su ft, rf'd .t lt) }11 ,. Jlf•\\ h 
lb l'•••11,ln1,,. ,u/,,ir/, \ln11!1•r I l!l-111) rrrnrt .. th pnr it, mrln 
1ut11H• lro11, , .. ,for,rtonr,,,,,i1,1hol11,,," fro,, F .. ,·u,d,r ,~on ''••kh•,1 
r~J,,,j if fr11111 f',,/1111~1nu 1,,.,,, 1111 l,u f ,if ,,, h'fl, 
,,,,,, 1111 




Pseudf oeloides equesi~ ft\a,, 
I) Fig. 39 
,I ti£ 
HosTS: Eque, lanceolatu, (Linn.), ribb·nfi.h, type ho,t; in I of 7 hosts examined. 
Eque, acuminatu, (Bloch & Schn : ider). ribbon fish; in 3 of 9 hosts examine-l. 
LOCATION: Intestine. 
Description (based on 6 specimens) : Body elongate, smooth except for 
a few irregularly scattered small papillae along the anterior half; about equally 
wide along most of its length, tapering to a rounded point at each end. 
Length 1.282 to 1.935 mm, width 0.225 to 0.375 mm. Oral sucker slightly 
wider than long, 0.126 to 0.160 mm in transverse diameter; acetabulum 
rather small, protrusible on a body stalk or retractile into body; 0.102 to 
0.153 mm in transverse diameter, smaller than oral sucker; sucker ratio from 
1 :0.84 to 0.90. Anterior lip of acetabulum with 3 papillae, posterior lip with 
2 papillae. Forebody from 1/4 to 1/6 body length. Pharynx large, 0.094 to 
0.ll9 mm long by 0.088 to 0.127 mm wide, width only slightly less than 
length; esophagus somewhat longer than pharynx; intestinal bifurcation dorsal 
to acetabular stalk; ceca entering excretory vesicle near posterior end to 
form a uroproct. 
Genital pore slightly to left of midline, opposite middle of pharynx. 
Testes large, smooth, tandem, contiguous, just posterior to midbody; pos-
teri6r testis larger. There is a short muscular cirrus; cirrus sac lacking; semi-
nal vesicle a coiled tube extending halfway between acetabulum and ovary. 
Ovary spheroid, anterior to and contiguous with anterior testis; seminal recep-
tacle lacking; uterus preovarian; eggs 51 to 60 by 29 to 34 I' ( 62 by 38 I' 
in a living specimen) ; metraterm slightly longer than combined cirrus and 
prostatic vesicle. Vitellaria from about the base of seminal vesicle to pos-
terior end of body, closely crowded; lateral, ventral, and dorsal to the ceca; 
filling posttesticular space. Excretory pore terminal. 
Discussion: This species does not agree with the generic diagnosis of 
Pseudopecoeloides in that it possesses acetabular papillae. It is like Opecoe-
loides except an accessory sucker is lacking. The species is much like P. 
carangis (Yamaguti, 1938) except for the acetabular papillae. The papillae 
are definite in number in all 6 specimens of P. eques, collected. If the pres-
ence of these papillae should be considered a generic character, this species 
would belong to a new genus related to Opecoeloides and Pse11dopecoelo,des. 
Pseudopecoeloides equesi Manter, 1947 (FIGURE 92) 
Host: Eques acuminatus. 
Site: intestine. 
/{f~O SIDDIQI & CABLE: TREMATODES OF FISHES 
Locality: Cabo Rojo, P. R. 
303 
Deposited specimen: No. 39366. 
Pseudopecoeloides equesi Manter, 1947 
( Figure 52) 
Host.-Stellifer sp. [new host record] . 
Location,-Intestine. 
Locality.-Bella Vista, Panama City, Pan-
ama. 
Discussion.-The paratype specimens uf 
P. equesi show the posterior testis to be 
larger than the anterior testis but this differ-
ence is not considered important enough to 
warrant two species although it may repre-
sent geographical variation. P. equesi has 
been reported heretofore only from Eques 
lanceolatus and Eques ac1nninatus at Tortu-
gas, Florida. It is another example of a 
species occurring in related hosts in the two 
oceans. 
:;seudopecoeloides equesi Manter 1947 
osts: Eques acuminatr,s (C). ;E p 
tatus (C). , • unc-
s. . . Cvfllffllo zte: mtestme. 
iseudopecoeloides gracilis Manter 1947 
_ost:_ Selar crumenophthalmus (]') 
'i;1t1>· 1nf"Pi.:,-1np .Jlf//llt.AtC.11 
Fcom #ANNA.s ,,,_,,. CA{,,<.£ ( /fl~'r) 
P.reudopecoeloide.r eq11e.1i llfanter, 19i7 
Host : Fq:·it11s acttmin,1t11s (3 of ~). 
Site 1 ntestine. 
Ducurrio11: The acerabulum mav be l.irger 
than the oral sucker rather than SIT' 1lkr as 
ckscribccl by Manter (19-D:291).1he cuti-
cle, espicially on and near the acetnhular 
stalk .1nd the terminal portion of th~ body. 
is ringt"i wirh minute smae bearing numer• 
ous pointed projection . 
49. Pseudopecoeloidcs gracilis ~ M~ !ft47 
, Figs. 37. 38 / 
HosT: Trachurops crumcnophthalma (Bloch). goggle-eye jack; in 4 of 5 hosts exam-
ined. 
Loc-ATION: lnt,stine. 
Description: Body elongate, rather slender, smooth, more or less pointed 
posteriorly, widest at acetabular level. Size ( of 10 specimens measured) 1.296 
to 1.989 by 0.202 to 0.352 mm. Length from 5.3 to 6.7 times the width. 
Forebody short, usually contracted, 0.187 to 0.240 mm or about 1/9 body 
length. Posttesticular space relatively long, 0.382 to 0.690 mm, from 28 to 369'<' 
of body length, usually 34 or 35% of body length. Oral sucker 0.097 to 0.122 
mm in diameter; acetabulum 0.210 to 0.260 mm in diameter; sucker ratio 
1 :2 to 1 :2.2. Acetabulum usually retracted into body, someimes protuberant; 
without definite papillae, sometimes with irregularly puckered edge. Pharynx 
length 0.060 to 0.080 mm; width 0.049 to 0.076 mm; esophagus about same 
length as pharynx; bifurcation near anterior edge of acetabulum; ceca enter 
excretory vesicle near excretory pore. Genital pore slightly to the left, opposite 
base of oral sucker or anterior edge of pharynx. Testes smooth, subglobular 
to elongate, intercecal, tandem, not contiguous but separated by at least a 
few vitelline follicles. In all but 1 of 27 specimens the follicles extended across 
the body between the testes; in the one specimen the follicles almost met. 
Genital atrium (Fig. 38) small, globular, thick-walled. Cirrus (Fig. 38) 
thick-walled, cylindrical; cirrus sac lacking; seminal vesicle sinuous, extending 
only a short distance posterior to acetabulum ( not over 1 /3 distance to the 
ovary). Ovary subglobular, smooth, near midbody, immediately anterior to 
anterior testis. Vitellaria from posterior edge of acetabulum to posterior end 
of body, extending between testes, usually interrupted opposite posterior 
testis, filling posttesticular space. Eggs 53 to 70 by 29 to 39 /J-· Such a range 
is due large! y to unusual I y small eggs, 5 3 by 29 /J- in one specimen. 28 eggs 
measured from 9 other specimens showed no egg less than 58 /J- long and 
most eggs were 61 to 66 /J- in length. Excretory vesicle a long tube extending 
forward to the ovary. 
1947] MANTER: DIGENETIC TREMATODES OF MARINE FISHES 
291 
Comparisons: P. gracilis differs markedly from the other two species in 
the genus, P. tenu1s Yama~ut1, 1940 and P. carangis (Yamaguti, 1938), in 
that the acetabulum 1s twice as large as the oral sucker. It is most like 
P. carangis differing in sucker ratio and in having more vitellaria between the 
testes. P. gracrlrs is very similar to the "C. 11itellosus" of Linton, 1940, p. 82 
and fig. 18, from the goggler, T. crumenophthalmus at Woods Hole Massa-
chusetts, except that acetabular papillae occured in Linton's material.' Variou~ 
species studied by the a_uthor indicate that these acetabular papillae are more 
constant than Lmton believed but observations on living specimens are desirable. 
/111IIIIA5 /IND C116'LF (t,,-t) 
Qp,:1,1tr THIS JPLt"ll'J /J!'#dM 
Se1.11.e cli'""~NOPHTHA':!::!!!,.S 
,11r,-r11l1'6" - JIT' ~,.,.,c_.,._ 
Pseudopecoeloides gracilis Manter, 1947 
H ost.-Selar cmmenopthalmus (Bloch), 
goggle-eyed scad; Apogo11 binotatus (Poey) 
cardinal fish. ' 
Location.-Mid-incest!ne of S. cmme11op-
thalm1ts and 3 4 10tesnne of A. binotatus. 
Locali1,,.--0ff Lerner Laboratory Pier N. 
Bimini, B.W.l. ' 
L 
9S. Pseudopecoeloides opelu ,..,.... '{ C). m.1 \ o, "10 
(Fig. 109) 
HABITAT: Intestine of Decapterus pinnulatus (local 
name "opelu"); Hawaii. 
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63717. 
DESCRIPTION (based on 25 whole mounts): Body 
slender, subcylindrical, blunt-pointed at both extremitie1, 
1.4-3.6 mm long, 0.14-0.4 mm wide in region of uterus. 
Oral sucker terminal, with subterminal aperture, 0.06-
0.19 X 0.06-0.2 mm; prepharynx distinct; pharynJ 50-
150 X 50-140 µ; esophagus 0.12-0.27 mm long; ceca 
open outside separately, one on each side of the excretory 
pore by a narrow anal canal when the posterior end of 
the body is protruded, but form a cloaca when thil 
posterior end is retracted. Acetabulum pedunculate, 
0.06-0.15 mm in transverse diameter, without tentacular 
appendages; acetabular stalk up to 0.3-0.32 mm long, 
arising anterior to middle of anterior third of body. 
Testes elliptical, 0.15-0.45 X 0.08-0.35 mm, tandem, 
contiguous or separate; anterior testis usually at junction 
of middle with posterior third of body, occasionally 
a little more anteriorly. Seminal vesicle tubular, up to 
40-100 µ wide, extending into zone of anterior end of 
vitellaria. No distinct cirrus pouch; pars prostatica poorly 
differentiated. Genital pore sinistral to pharynx. 
Ovary oval to subglobular, 30-150 X 20-1 SOµ, post-
equatorial, contiguous with anterior testis or a little in 
front of it. No seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal passing 
transversely anterodorsal to vitelline reservoir and turning 
backward before opening dorsal or dorsolateral to left 
cecum at level of vitelline reservoir. Uterus coiled 
anterior to ovary, straightened out as it approaches the 
acetabular stalk. Eggs oval to elliptical, 46-63 X 30-46 µ 
in life. Vitelline follicles circumcecal, commencing on 
each side at junction of anterior with middle third of 
body or a little more anteriorly or posteriorly, usually 
interrupted at level of testes, sometimes at level of ovary 
too, intruding into space between ovary and anterior 
testis or between two testes, confluent in posttesticular 
field; vitelline reservoir immediately anteriodorsal to 
ovary. Excretory vesicle reaching to ovary. Cloaca! 
aperture terminal. 
DISCUSSION: This species resembles Pseudopecoe/oide1 
boops n. sp. in the posterior position of the testes but 
differs from it markedly in body length. In P. opelu, 
but not in P. boops, the Laurer's canal turns backward 
before opening dorsally. 
Opecoe 1 idae 
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a1 the latter turns back on 
the ovary, crossing transversely antero-
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winding forward in intercecal field: metraterm 
alongside ejaculatory duct. Eggs oval, 46-S6 X 
in life. Vitellaria extending along ceca from level 
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o.rsal to ovary. Excretory vesicle reaching to 
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ON: This species differs from the most closely 
,q6tedP.reudopecoeloidesakul~. with which it was found 
UIOciated in the same host fish, in the acetabulum being 
llways definitely smaller than the oral sucker. In P. aku/e 
the acetabulum is never smaller than the oral sucker. 
The specific name refers to the small acetabulum. 
0peooel1c1ae 
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YM. Pseudopecoelo1des wekeula ~ 
(Fig. I I 2) y,.,.,.Jvtt;, l'17() 
HABITAT: Intestine of Mulloidichthys auriflamma 
(type host, local name "wekeula") and M. samoensis; 
Hawaii. 
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63719. 
DESCRIPTION (based on 42 whole mounts): Body 
elongate, subcylindrical, blunt-pointed at both ex-
tremities. 1.5-4.8 X 0.18-0.5 mm. Oral sucker ventro-
terminal. 0.1-0.21 X 0.1-0.2 mm; prepharynx 20-90µ 
long; pharynx 50-150 X 50-140 µ; esopahgus variable in 
length; ceca opening at posterior extremity, one on each 
side of excretory pore, but opening into cloaca when the 
posterior extremity is retracted. Acetabulum pedunculate, 
70-1 JO X 95-160 µ, without tentacular appendages; ace-
tabular peduncle 0.1-0.4 mm long, arising a little in front 
of middle of anterior third of body. 
Testes subglobular to oval, 0.1-0.37 X 0.07-0.32 mm 
separated one from the other by vitellaria, may be 
contiguous in contracted specimens; anterior testis usually 
at posterior part of middle third of body; posterior one 
in anterior part of posterior third of body. Seminal vesicle 
tubular or cylindrical, curved, tapering anteriorly, 20-
100 µ wide at its base which reaches a short distance 
farther back of the base of the acetabular stalk and may 
or may not intrude into the vitellarian zone. Cirrus pouch 
thin-walled, elongate oval, 70 X 35 µ in the type, contain-
ing prostatic complex and short cirrus. Male genital pore 
opening ventrally near left margin of body together 
with female pore at level of anterior end of pharynx. 
Ovary subglobular, 40-1 JO X 40-150 µ, equatorial or 
postequatorial, with shell gland complex immediately in 
front. Seminal receptacle absent. Laurer's canal opening 
dorsal or dorsolateral to left cecum at level of ovary. 
Uterus loosely coiled in intercecal field between shell 
gland and intestinal bifurcation; metraterm alongside 
cirrus pouch, opening very close to male pore on its loft 
side. Eggs oval, 51-70 X 32-49 µ in life. Vitellaria circum-
cecal, commencing on each side at or behind junction of 
anterior with middle third of body, may or may not 
be interrupted at level of ovary and testes, terminating 
at posterior extremity, leaving extreme posterior end of 
body free; vitelline reservoir overlapping ovary antero-
dorsally or anterolaterally. Excretory vesicle tubular, 
reaching to dorsal side of ovary; cloaca! pore terminal. 
DISCUSSION: This species differs distinctly from tho 
most closely related Pseudopecoeloides tenuoides Martin, 
1960 from Priacanthus cruentatus of Hawaii in tho 
relative location of the ovary and the testes, as well u in 
egg length. The presence of a thin-walled cirrus pouch 








Key to species of Pseudopecoelus from Hawaiian fishes• 
1. Acetabulum not pedunculate; testes lobed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Acetabulum pedunculate; testes unlobed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
2. Seminal vesicle tubular, winding, ending dorsal to acetabulum; 
Laurer's canal opening dorsal to anterior testis ....... P. vitellozonatus 
Seminal vesicle cylindrical or claviform, not winding, ending 
dorsal to acetabulum; Laurer's canal looped sinistral to 
ovary and opening anterosinistral to ovary ............. P. acanthuri 
Seminal vesicle subcylindrical, ending at anterior end of 
acetabulum; Laurer's canal looped and opening 
anterosinistral to ovary ......................... P. puhipaka 
3. Acetabulum much larger than oral sucker, notched on each 
lateral margin; seminal vesicle tubular, convoluted at 
base of acetabular peduncle; testes far apart from 
posterior end of body; Laurer's canal winding distally 
and opening anterosinistral to ovary . .. ............. P. sphyraenae 
Acetabulum smaller than oral sucker, not notched on each 
lateral margin; seminal vesicle saccular, posterior to 
acetabular peduncle; testes rather near posterior end of 
body; Laurer's canal opening dorsal to left cecum at 
level of anterior end of ovary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. maomao 
• Hanson _( 1955) rep_orted Pseudopecoelus brevivesiculatus from 
Ca_mherm_es pardalts and Mullichthys buniva of Hawaii, but we 
missed this species. 
Frequency 
Hoste in hosts Depth 
A11011lop1etta dilecta (Goode & Bean) ··········· 4 of 8 60-125 futh, 
Bellafor milifaril (Goode & Bean) ............. 1 23 50 
Bembrop, 11obioide1 (Goode) ··················· 3 28 200-250 
Benll&ode1mu1 atlanticu, Goode & Bean 1 1 300 
Brolula barbata (Bloch & Schneider) ........... 1 1 79-140 
H elioolenus dact11lopterus ( de la Roche) ......... 8 18 200-315 
L111mo11ema barbatulum Goode & Bean ········· 3 6 249-316 
Periltedion imberbe Poey ....................... 6 17 100 
Perilledion miniatum Goode ............•....... 3 8 138-150 
Peristedion plat11cephalum (Goode & Bean) ..... 8 12 150 
Pontinus lon11ispinu1 Goode & Benn ··········· · 0 18 60-149 
Prionotus alatus Goode & Benn . . ............... 3 4 60 
Prionotus stear11si Jordan & Swnin ............. l 3 50 
Pronotogramrnus sp ............................ 3 14 139-156 
8corp111na cristulata Goode & Bean .............. l 2 100 
Unidentified .......................... , .•...... l 1 
Positian,-lntestine, rarely in the stomach. 
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS 
Length 1.3 to 4.18 mm., width 0.32 to 0.95 mm. Body usually tapering 
posteriorly, hindbody flattened, body usually indented opposite testes. 
Ventral sucker from 2 to 3 times the diameter of oral sucker, somewhat ex-
tended transversely, with transverse aperture, from 1/4 to 1/6 body length 
from anterior end. Body folds, especially in the form of a lip-like anterior 
fold, developed in connection with ventral sucker, but no finger-like pro-
cesses or papillre. Prepharynx very short; esophagus long, usually about 
twice the length of pharynx, forking a short distance anterior to ventral 
sucker. Genital pore to the left opposite the posterior half of pharynx. 
Testes lobed, the posterior testis often bilobed, close together in posterior 
half of body. Posttesticular space variable but almost always longer than 
forebody. Cirrus short and wide; pars prostatica short; prostate gland 
lacking; seminal vesicle entirely external, tubular, extending posteriorly to 
a point about halfway between ventral sucker and ovary. Ovary lobed, 3 
lobes directed posteriorly; uterine seminal receptacle; eggs variable in_ si~e 
but always relatively large, 90 to 127 by 50 to 76 µ. In very young mdi-
viduals eggs may be as small as 78 by 40 11 ~ut whenever eggs _of 78 _to 80 µ 
in length occur, the specimen can ~e recognized a~ youn~. Vite~lana from 
region of ventral sucker to p~steri~r end, somet~mes slightly interrupted 







Considerable variation in structure make;; this species somewhat confus-
ing. The vitellaria, usually extending to the middle of the ventral sucker, 
may extend to the anterior border of the sucker, or may lonl'l- reach\Jjle 
posterior border. All of 13 specimens from Ancyclopsetta<Iifectum were 
alike in that the vitelluria extended to the extreme anterior border of the 
ventral sucker. Specimen, from Pnistedior> imberhe were more variable 
in this character, the vitellaria barely reaching the sucker, extending to 
midsucker, or to the anterior bordL'r. 4 8pecimrns from J,mmonema sp. from 
300 fathoms differed in that the vitelline follicles were more dense (i.e. 
close together), impinging to some degree between the testes and ending 
abruptly at the posterior border of the ventral imckcr. It hardly seems, 
however, that t.hesr character~ (whirh vary so much in other specimens) 
could identify the form as a different 8pccies. It is, therefore, included as 
nn example of C. V'11lga.ris. 
The specimens collected from Pontinas longispinus tended to be smaller 
in size, noticeably attenuated po~teriorly , with ventral sucker occupying 
practically the entire diameter of the body and with the vitellaria ending 
at the posterior edge of the ventral sucker. Here, again, a separate species 
can not be safely indicatrd, due to the variation these same structures ex-
hibit in specimc11s from other hosts. The tendency for such variations to be 
constant in individuals from a certain host spccieH illustrates one of the 
problems of classification. The parasite seems to show a rather wide spread 
of Ya+i 'on in a host like Pe11.'sterlion i11iberbe, but to attain a greater 
uniformity 1 me hosts like Ancyclopsclta dilcctwn, Pontinas longispinus 
anrl Lcemonema . The possibility that several different species are in-
. ¥{th·ed--._ greatly le,;~ened hy the variations found within certain other 
hosts. The forms arc therefore all included under one species. There may 
hr some ground for the recognition of several vnrities. 
After considerable observation of these trematodes, the species was 
eventually recognized chiefly b~· lhe position of the genital pore, the size of 
the eggs and the shape of the testes. Papilla' of the ventral sucker are 
elcarly absent. The eggs are unusuall~· large and di$tinguisl11' , the species 
from both of Linton's specrns. 
22. Pseudopecoelus vulgaris (Manter, 1934) Von Wickleu, 1946 
SYNONYM: Gymbephall1i1; vulgaris Manter, 1934 
HosT: H elicolenus percoides 1-tichardsun, sc>a perch; intestine and caeca. 
LocALI'rY: Portobello. 
8PECIMEN DEPOSITED: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. UullPction No. 4!JJ 61. 
DrscussroN : Four speeimens wel'e eollected. ThPy agree in almost all respect,, 
with P. v1ilgaris from sixteen different species of dct•pwater fishes at Tortugas, 
Florida, and particularly with a few specimens of P. vitlgaris from Ilelicolenus 
dactylopterus in which the vitellaria are interrupted opposite the gonads. '£h•! 
only difference of possible signific.-mee is that the testes of the New Zealanrl 
specimens are not lobed except for a few slight irregularities. However P. 
vulgaris, as noted in its description, is rather variable and the specimens from 
Helicolenus in Florida show less lobing· of the testes than usual. One of thP 
most striking characters of this species is the very large egg size (nearly the siz<' 
of the pharynx). Eggs in New Zealand specimens were 91 to 118 by 53 to 65µ 
being usually about 100µ 1011g as in the Florida material. Such details as sucker 
ratio, length of oesophagm:, position of' genital pore, character of cirrus and 
seminal vesicle are the samP in both collections. ln many specimens of P. i•ulgari.~ 
it is not possible to determine whether the caeca end blindly or unite with the 
excretory vesicle. The point could not be determined for the Rpecimens from H. 
dactylopterus. 
I have previously noted (Manter, 1934, p. 295) the interesting bathymetri:· 
distribution of P. v1ilgaris at Tortugas. It was never collected from shallow 
water fishes; first appearing at about 60 fathoms. it becomes very common iu 
w.any species of fishes at 100 fathoms aud below so far as collections WC're made 
(316 fathoms). Its occurrence in New Zealand is another example of the far 
flung distribution of thesr cold water species of trematodes which. while not 
able to infect warm-water fishe1s a few fathoms above them, can be found in cold 
waters of either the northern or southern hemispheres thousands of miles away. 
Helirolenus is not typically a shallow-water fish but it does appear in quantity 
in the dredge~ of commercial fishermen off Campbell Point, an evidence of the 
proximity of deep wate1· and the upwelling movements of oceanic waters in this 
region. 
1 
Pseudopecoelus vutgaris c~, \:"ITEH, Hl34) \'0:,1 \\'11 Kl.EN, l!J/iti. 
S, "ONYM : Cy111b,p/,,,l/11s ,•11/garis ~IA:< 11 11, 193',. 
l lusT : • Sror1mn1a srro{a L. (~eorpat•1,idut'L 
~tTE : :,,:;niall iult>sl111t'. 
l.01 "UTY : CorCt•, !'ic•111•g-al. 
lhn : 23 ~larch 19;;,._ 
Sn:c1M1.Ns DEPOSITEn : CSl\.\[ llclm. Cull. l\o. 7189,. 
D1su ss10N : This species has hecn J'l•porled frum a ,,1ril'l~ of 
marinr fbh,·s from Florida and :'\1•11 Zraland. Our L'(lll1·dion enn-
sists of hrn nd11l1 'f'"<'inwns. Th<' s11l'kPr lr·nglh ratio is 1 · 1.71-
1.!IO. 
F,u,,. Pi'se. t/i .. l I. rJ..o-44',, 1, 12-
Preudopecoefus vufgaris {Manter, 1934) 
Von Wicklen, 1946 
Host: Synaphobranchus affini.s. 
Sites: Stomach and intestine. 
Locality: Lat 26'10' to 24' N, long 79'37' to 
39' W in 686 to 699 m ( Straits of Florida). 
DISCUSSION 
Three specimens 1.87 to 3.81 mm long with 
sucker-width ratios 1: 1.8 to 2.2 and eggs 116 
to 130 µ. long by 67 to 81 µ. wide agreed with 
those described by Manter ( 1934) from 16 
different hosts also caught in deep water off 
Florida. The same species has also been re-
ported from fishes off New Zealand (Manter, 
1954) and Senegal, West Africa (Fischthal 
and Thom~• Hl7?.) 

.____/ 
99. Pserulopecoelusacantburi-ft":1fr. '{a.VY\· 1 l ~ ~ 0 
(Fig. 113) 
HABITAT: Gall bladder of Acanthurus sandvicensis; 
Hawaii. 
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63720. 
DESCRIPTION (based on three whole mounts): Body 
elongate pyrifonn, flat, 1.0-1.26 mm in length, with 
maximum width of 0.5-0.57 mm in testicular zone. 
Cuticle thin, finely spinose. Oral sucker subtenninal, 
0.11-0.14 X 0.09-0.14 mm; prepharynx present; pharynx 
barret--,haped, 45-5 O X 40-65 µ; esophagus short, bifurcat-
ing about middle of anterior third of body; ceca 
approaching each other and terminating near posterior, 
extremity. Acetabulum O .15-0. 21 mm in djameter, at 
junction of anterior with middle third of body. Sucker 
ratio 1: 1.25-2.3. 
Testes transversely elongated, irregularly lobed, 0 .07 -
0.14 X 0.17-0.26 mm, situated a little obliquely tandem 
behind equator. Seminal vesicle cylindrical or claviform, 
up to 30-46 µ wide, attenuated or inflated as it crosses 
over left cecum ventrally, 0.1 mm long in the type, 
extending obliquely to dorsal side of anterior part of 
acetabulum. Pars prostatiea not differentiated: ejaculatory 
duct twisted, narrow. Cirrus pouch cylindrical or fusiform. 
58-70 X 18-28 µ. Genital pore to left of esophagus. 
Ovary transversely elongated, 50-90 X 120-160 µ, 
slightly to right of median line, gjving rise to germiduct 
at middle of anterior margin; Laurer's canal forming a 
transverse loop near left end of ovary and opening on 
left side of median line at level of vitelline reservoir. No 
seminal receptacle. Uterus coiled between ovary and 
acetabulum medial to left cecum. running straight forward 
along left margin of acetabulum and seminal vesicle. 
Eggs oval, 53-59 X 30-33 µ in life. Vitelline follicles 
comparatively large, extending in extracecal fields and 
posttesticular intercecal area, commencing at level of 
pharynx or esophagus; vitelline reservoir compact, median 
or submedian, pre-0varian. Excretory vesicle tubular, 
reaching to ovary; pore terminal. 
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the closely 
related Pseudopecoelus vitellozonatus Pritchard, 1966 
from Hawaiian fishes (Naso unicornis and Holocentrus 
xantherythrus) in the sucker ratio (I: 1.25-2.3 vs. I: 1.0-
1.25) and in egg sixe in life (53-59 X 30-35 µ vs. 63-74 
X 42-56 µ). The terminal course of the Laurer's canal is 
also different - in P. vitellozonatus the canal extends 
backward to the dorsal side of the left part of the anterior 
testis, whereas in the present species it forms a transverse 
loop to the left of the ovary . 
Opeooel1dae 
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13. Pseudopecoelu.~ barked..._. (Fig. 8) !lost: Squirrelfish, probably 
Holocentrus ascensionis (Osbeck). 
DesC1'iption (based on 2 specimeus).-Body unspined, elongated, 1.664 to 
2.007 by 0.511 to 0.569 mm., wider and more 1.>luntly rounded posteriorly. Oral 
sucker sul.>terminal, 0.116 to 0.124 hy 0.102 to 0.124 mm.; acctnhulum nonpapil• 
lated, somewhat protrusible, 0.212 to 0.226 by 0.248 to 0.277 mm., t to i; hotly 
length from anterior end, with transverse aperture; sucke1· ratio 1: 2.24 to 2.44. 
Prepharynx short, 0.012 to 0.026 mm. long; pharynx rounded, 0.105 to 0.124 1.>y 
0.092 to 0.102 mm.; esophagus 0.076 to 0.085 mm. long; ceca hifurc·atc anterior 
to acetabulum, terminate blindly near posterior end. 
Testes large, ovoid, smooth, tandem; anterior testis 0.219 to 0.234 l,y 0.241 
to 0.248 mm; posterior slightly larger, 0.241 to 0.263 by 0.~47 mm.; post tes-
ticular space approximately equal to forebody. Cirrus short, muacular; cirrus 
sac absent although longitudinal muscles located around cirrus; prostate gland 
lacking; seminal vesicle entirely external, extending posteriorly midwny between 
ventral sucker and ovary, saccular posteriorly, tubular anteriorly. Ovary pre-
testicular, subglobular, smooth, 0.116 by 0.110 to 0.122 mm., adjacent. to anterior 
testis, to right of median line; uterus loosely looped from mid-o,·ary to metra-
term; metraterm muscular, approximately equal in length to !'irrua. Genital pore 
to left opposite posterior half of pharymc Vitelline follicles from posterior 
portion of acetabulum to very near posterior encl; confluent posteriorly; dorsal, 
ventral and lateral to ceca. Eggs 44 to 51 by 31 to 34 ft (average, 48 hy 31 i.t)-
Excretory vesicle I-shaped, extending anterior]~· almost to ovar,1•. 
Compariso11s.-P. barkeri is distinguished from P. ziriaca11/hi (MncCallum, 
1912) Manter, 1947 on the basis of the unnotched aeetahulum, continguous gonads, 
more median genital pore, smaller size, and much less numerous o,·a; from P. 
elongatus (Yamaguti, 1938) Von Wicklen, 1946 hy its more p~·riform shnpc, 
larger sucker ratio (1: 2.24 to 2.44 as compared with 1: 1.43 to 1.66 ), contiguous 
gonads and vitellaria, larger pharynx and shorter esophagus; from P. jopo11ic11s 
(Yamaguti, 1938) Von Wicklen, 1946 by its uninclentccl testes and m•ary, shorter 
esophagus, shorter cirrus, larger sucker ratio and smaller eggs; from P. 1•11lgC1ris 
(Manter, 1934) Von Wick Jen, 1946 by its unindented testes, globular 01·nry, and 
smaller eggs; and from P. tortugae Von '\Vicklen, 1946, whieh it resembles most 
closely, by its unindented testes, larger sucker ratio (1: 2.24 to :!.44 as compared 
with 1: 1.62), the presence of a metraterm, smaller but more robust size (1.66 
to 2.01 by 0.51 to 0.57 mm. as comp.ared with 2.94 b)' 0.6i mm.), and the fewer 
and smaller eggs ( 44 to 51 by 31 to 34 1-t as compared with 57 to 66 by 39 to 
44 i.tl-
14. Genitocotyle atlantica Manter, 1947. Host: Yellow grunt, p1·obabl)' 
Haemulon sciurus (Shaw). Location: Intestine. 
15. Plagioporus c1·assig11l11s (Linton, 1910) Price, 1934. Host: rorgy, Cnla-
mu., sp. Location: Intestine. 
Pseudopecoelus barkeri Hanson, 1950 (FIGURE 93) 
Hosts: Holocentrus ascensionis, *Holocenfrus vexillarius. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: Mona Island, P.R. 
Deposited specimen: No. 39367. 
Except in slightly smaller body size and distribution of vitellaria the 
present material is in complete agreement with that described by H;nson 
(1950). 
f,<nrl) -~f.; C,..J.&, 1/60 
~~:J ~;}2 Hanson, 1950 
HoJt.-1--1 o/liantrm arcemtonis ( Osb<:ck J, 
squirrelfish. 
Location.-Pyloric cecum. 
Locality.-Lern<:r Fish Pens, Bimini, 
B.W.I. [new locality record]; formerly 
known from che same host ac Bermuda. 
Pseudopecoelus barkeri Hanson, 1950 
Hosts: Holocentrus ascensionis (C, ]) ; 
• H. vexillarius ( C). t!11••.#-•~ J,,,.,,,,:,, 
Site: intestine. 
According to the key to the genus Pse11-
dopecoelus given by Mamer ( 1954), our 
specimens could be either P. barkeri Han-
son, 1950, or P. tort11gae ( Mamer, 19 34). 
In general body shape and indented testes, 
they are more like P. tort11gae but egg meas-
urements (45-52 by 27-32 µ,) are more like 
those of P. barkeri. The sucker rario is in-
termediate (I: 1.7-2.3). Thus the 2 species 
seemingly differ only in egg size. 
,,u~ #11,t.t',1.s ,#~ ue~r 1"1?~¥) 
Pseudop,•co,,f11s brt•rii-esi,·11/a/11s 11. Hp. (.l<'igs. -I n11d 5) 
HosTs: Ca11theri11es pare/a/is (Huppt·ll), Ji!<' fbh, (typ<' hnHt), i11 l of' 7 
specimens examinr<l; 1llelic/1thys bu11irn (Lacepc<le), trigg1•1· fiHh, "lmmu-
humu ele-ele", in 1 of 6 spe1·i111ens exa111inl'rl. 
LOOATlON : Intestine 
TYPE SPEC'IMl!JN: l!. S . .N'ut. :\Jus. ll<•l111. t'oll. Xo. :H46:l. 
DESCRIPTION (bus!'d 011 ii ~pe1·i111l'11s) : Body s111uotlt, 1·a1·,riug f'rom JH'ur-
shape to rlungate; taprn•d anteriorly, lc•ss tu1wred but more J10i11t<•d poster-
iorly, widest at testicular-ovarian levt•I; 1.-Jl (j to 2. IOH 111111. l011g· hy 0.767 to 
0.898 mn1. widP; shorter SJWt•inwns 111·oportionnt!'l_v widt•r thnn longl'J' 01u•s. 
Oral sucker ter111inal, well-d!'1·elojH'cl, smulln thu11 11<·etnhulu111, 0.190 to 0.2lfJ 
mm. long by 0.20,1 to 0.219 111111. wide. At·etalmlu111 nbout om•-thil'd body 
length from antl'rior end, strong, romHled, without pi1pillut•, opPning rnrying-
from central nnd round to postPrior and ontl; O.:no lo o.:321 m111. long by 
0.284 to 0.299 111111, wide. Su<•lwr rntio 1 :1.22 to l.ii7. 1'1·r• phnr,v11x short, 
pharynx rountll'ri, 0.07:J to 0.088 111111. long by 0.0i':l to 0.110 mm. wid<·; 
esophugus muscular, 0.058 to 0.18:i m111. (usually about 0.J m111.) lung-, 1111rl 
relativPl~· wide (about 0.05 mm.); cet•a rclntiwly 1i:1rrm1·, 11bout s11111,, wi,11 h 
as esophagu,, extending parallel to body wall to nem· pos!Prior <•1111 of' hnd,1·, 
l'tHling hlill(]ly. Gmital pore sinistral, 111idw11y bPtw<•t•n c•sopl111g-us :,nd body 
wall. Tl's!es tandem, inte1·t·Pl'al, irrPgnlad_y lolwd, 1·011tig-uo11s, iu posff'1•ior 
thin] of bo,ly lPngth; anterior testi s 0.20-1 to 0.:l~l 111111. long- h,v 0.~ll!J to 
0.511 mm. wide; posterior testis 0.~l!J tu 0.:lii0 111111. long by o.:Hi.'"i to 0.1 lii 
mm. wide. Extemal seminal \'PSil'le s11c<·uh1r; in nil ex('(ipt one spp1•i111,.11, a 
sharp curve in posterior half; re1u·hing anterior Prlg<' of :H·Ptal111l11111 whi,•h 
it may overlap slightly; passing WHtl'l1I to l!'ft <'Pr·u m, Plllt•ring- <·i tTns sn,· 
without noticeable constriction, then nanows a11<l <·oils two or thr,•,. t i111f's 
before tPrminating in non-111useula1· P,iat·ulatnr~· ,lu,•t whi <•h jnin~ utpnis ut 
genital pore. Cirrus sac• short, inrlistim·t, n ,·ery thin lll<'lllhrnue s11 1To1m,li11g 
a few prostatic cells (Fig. 5). Ovar~· nwdinn, pr!'tPsti,·ulnr, trilnlwrl 01· ,111,-
triangular, with more or less prominent ronieal <?xtension oi1 nw,lian n11tPrio1· 
surface, c·lose to and in some rases l'ontiguous with nnh•rior lrslis, 0.088 tu 
0.131 111111. long by 0.183 to 0.2:34 111111. widr. Pl<'rus usnnll~- nnf 1·r11ehi11g-
posterior to mid-oYary although in one spe('imrn it l'<'Ul'h<•s 111iddl1• of' :111h•rinr 
testis; originating as narrow tube whi c·h loops st•wrnl timPs :111,I bP1•omPs 
wry nmsc·ular hefore expanrling into tl1·0 or thrPP e11ln1•g-p,] loop, pn,tPrinr 
to acetnbulum and rontinuing without loops <lorsnl to n<'d11hnlu11, a,1,I YPntral 
to left cecum to genital pore; a few scattl'n•d g-Jnnd r·Pll, found in }lnt'Pnc·h~·11111 
near terminal portion of uterus. i\Iehlis' gland larg-P, rliffu,r, to ri.!tht of mid-
line; anterior, dorsal and slightly posterior to ovar~·. r,·u<·hing "1tp1•:illy ll<'!ll']~· 
to cecum. Seminal receptacle n bsent; sperm cells pn•sPnt i11 pnstPrinr port inn 
of uterus. Yitellaria follin1lnr, extPncling from Jc,·el of gt'nit:tl pore to 
posterior to cecal enrls, mo~tly lateral to <·Pc•a, <·nn,·erging mNlianl~- pnstPrinr 
to testes und just postPrior to acdahulum; fol!i,·lt•s 11111~· he inter1·uptPd 011,•p 
or twire but interruptions not ronsistent: Yiklline rluds ronspi,·nnus; yolk 
reservoir just antPrior to ovar?. Rggs rl'l11til"rlv fp"·· usuall~· rollupsl'1l, 
54 to 68µ by 26 to 37 µ, URtrn lly :38 to 61µ h~· 28 to 34µ, Ewn•tor:, porr 
terminal; excretory ve~icle I-shaped and extp11rli11g rlor~nlly au,l mrdi1111h· 
to, or slightly antPrior to, ornry. 
COMPARISONS: This spPrips has the g-eneri,• c·liaraders of P.,e,ulnpern,·11,,. 
namely: smooth body; acetabulum without pnpillae: no ne~essor:, Rtll'krr: 
ceca ending blindly; very reduced cil'rus sac; and tubular seminal nside. 
However, the cirrus is non-muscular and more aptly des1·r1bed us an t>jacula -
tory duct, and the genital pore is no11-111uscular. 
P. brevivesitulatus differs from all species of Psn1dopeco1'111s ex,·ept P. 
umbrinae Manter & YanClenve, 1951 and P. gibbo11si11c :\Ianter & 1·auCle11\'c, 
1951 in that the vitellaria extend well anterior to the ucetabulum, and from 
all except P. umbrinae in thut the seminal yesiele does not extPnd posterior to 
the acetabulum. It further resemble~ P. 11111bri1wP in its 3 or 4 lobed ornrr, 
absence of a metraterm, and egg size. It differs from P. umbriiiat in sbortc•r 
post-testicular space, smaller sncker ratio, loc•a tion of the genital pore. lobed 
testes which are always tandem, its weakly devdopecl cirrus snt', mrdian 
ovary, more lateral distribution of the vitelluria whi,•h may co1"·erge postl•rior 
but not anterior to the acetabulum, and the slight!~· more antl'rinr exteut of 
the excretory vesicle. 
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Opecoe 1 ~pae 
tue (Yamagut1, 1938) Von W1cklen, 1946 ;:.::.;:.,:=== 
. 
obtained from the 
s lHouttuyn I at Mai• 
ber 22, 1936. Two of 
terior part of the body, 
e was fixed in completely 
tefollowing diagnosis is subject 
te. 3'.51J mm long by 0.36 mm broad, 
y; bindbody flattened, with nearly 
and rotl11ded extremity, indented oppo-
sheU gland when ·contracted. Cuticle 
bcu.tic:ular longitudinal muscle strongly 
Cemcal glands on either side of anterior end of esophagus; their 
outside along anterodorsal margin of oral sucker. Latter sub-
!QJ4-0.l8 mm in diameter. Prepharynx distinct. Pharynx 63-96X75-84 .,._ 
0.1--0.3mm long. Ceca narrow, reaching to near posterior end of body. 
m very prominent, 0.2-0.3 mm in diameter, at posterior half of anterior 
~ ,if body. In the type as well as in one paratype it is embedded in the body 
,a,& ~ anteriorly by a circular fold of the body wall, but project.8 
prominently in the other paratype. Testes ovoid, 
entire, 0.26-0.41X0.23-0.34 mm, exactly median, tan-
deln, at posterior half of middle third of body. Ve-
sieula seminalis sinuous posteriorly. not reaching to 
the point halfway between acetabulum and ovary. 
Pars prostatica cylindrical, cirrus short ; both enclosed 
in feebly muscular sheath. Genital atrium small, lined 
with thick cuticle, opening in left submeclian line at 
level of pharynx. In the type the genital pore lies 
immediately behind the level of the pharynx, while 
in a contracted paratype it is on a level with the an-
terior end of the pharynx. Ovary rounded, median, 
just pre-equatorial and 0.17 mm in diaml'tl'r in the 
type. Laurer's canal opening dorsally in left sub-
median line at level of anteritlr t'ml oi ovary. Shell 
gland and ootype immediately in front of ovary. 
Uterine coils intercecal, between slwll gland an<! aceta-
bulum. l\frtratPrm providt>d "ith well developl'd 
circular musclt• tibt•rs. Eggs oval, li1..d1t brown, thick· 
shelled, 5t-fi0 33 ::6 p. Vitdlaria ,•xtt>nding around 
ceca from !whine! act>tabulum to p1J,te1·i"r l'X.tremity, 
interrupted opposite shl'II gland, ovary and testes. In 
the post-testicular area "ccupying on'-~third of the bodr 
length the follicles of the two sides an· separated by 
a narrow median lil'lcl but confluent at the posterior 
extremity. Excretory vesiclc> tubular, reaching to 
posterior end of m·ary, where it sends out on each 
!iide a collecting vessel running forward to divide at the 
level of the acetabulum into an a~cending and a des-
cending tubule. 
This species n•sembles C _ri111briat11s Linton of 
Manter in the extent of the vitellaria, but differs 
from it in the shape of the testes, the position of the 
genital pore, etc. 
Fig. 30. CymbepliallMs 
do"llUt11s; \"entral view. 
P■eudopecoelua elongatue (Yamagutl, 1938) Wlcklen, 19441 
(Est. B, figs. 23-27) 
Cymbephallu■ elongatu1 Yamagut1, 193~ 50-!51, ti,. SO 
Cymbephallu■ elongatu■ Yamaguti, 1940: 108 
P1eudopecoelu1 elongatue Wicklen, 1946: 1119, 161 
Paeudopecoelu■ elongatu■ Manter & Van Cleave, 19!51: 822, 121 
P■eudopecoelu■ elongatu1 Yamaguti, 1954: 112 
Paeudopecoelu■ elongatu■ Manter, 1954: 507 
P1eudopecoelu1 elongatu■ Yamaguti, 1958: 170 
Pseudopecoelu■ elongatus Skrjabin & Petrov, 1958 : :.!96, 304, 
fig. 96 
Pseudopecoelus elongatus Skrjabin, 1964'. 131 
Tremat6deos com corpo al11ngado, exlremidades arredondadas e 
<'utlcula nao espinho~a: med em 2.45 a 6.13 mm de comprimento por 
043 a 0.51 mm de Jargura. Ventosa oral sul.Jtcrminal, corn 0,12 a 0 ,17 mm 
d~ comprimento por 0,14 a 0,17 mm de larin.ira. Acetabulo salien_te, pe-
dunculado, ou embebido no corpo; mede O 18 r, 0,27 mm dl· comp11mento 
por 0,23 a 0,27 mm de largura. Relac;ifo entre a ventosa ornl e II ace. 
t6.bulo varia de 1 :1,51 a 1 :1,70. Prt'-.faringe prcs,•nte, curta . Fnringe mus-
culosa, com 0.092 a 0,149 mm de comp:-imcntu por 0,075 a 0,125 mm 
de largura. Es6fago relativamcnte curto. Cocos intc>stinais mais nu mc>-
n('f r<>tillncos, atingindo a c-xtremidade posterior do corpo Poro genital 
i,ul)mediano, na zona da farin;.:1• Atd,, i::cnit:il curto. Bolsa do cirrn 
ausente Ves!cula seminal prt'scnte, p6s-acctabular , med!' 0,13 a 0,30 mm 
de romprimento por 0,07 a 0,08 mm de largur:i , lig:indo-sc> a um canal 
ejaruladot sinuoso, de apn::-.imadamcnlc O,'i7 mm de cr, mprimcnt :i por 
0.02 mm de lnrrura. Cirro curto. inap;iren1e Tr, ltculns pos. acrtabulares, 
p6s-ovarianos, intrrcecais, mm campos qua~e totalmrntc coinciden-
tes e zonas um puuco afastadas. Test kulo anterior c>om 0,20 a 
0,30 mm de comprimc:nto por 0,21 a 0,!!7 mm dt> largura ; tcstlculo 
posterior com 0,15 a 0,33 mm por 0.22 :i 0,25 mm Ov:irio inten·ccal, pos. 
acetabular e pre-te~ticular, no campo clns tC'st k ulos e rnm zuna um 
pouco afastada da do testicu!o anterior; m de 0,12 a 0,17 mm <lt> ,·om-
primcnto por 0.13 a 0,17 mm dr l., rgur:,. Glfmduln ch- Mchlb prc- ova-
riana. Esperrn,,teca auscnte . Canal d<' 1.aurcr p: ·ps, 11 te Utcru cnm esper-
matoz6ides em suas al<;as inirinis; e pn;.ov;,riHrW e cp,ase 1ori" int"rce . 
t'al, ligando-se rn :'!trio ~<;>nital por uma vagin;i niin rlifen '1ci ad.1 Ovos 
amarelos, opcrcu1Jdos, 1·1,m 0,060 mm de ,·omnr i,1wn!0 por 0,033 a O 040 
mm de largura . Vitelinos constituidos por f0lic11 lnf. rrnm<'r .. sos c arre-
dondados, estendPnc'o.sP do limite posterior dn zona da \·cs!cula seminal 
ate a extremidadc posterio• do corpo; sao extrac, c:,is, c,·cais c inter-
cecals, interrompidos ao n!vel das g6nadas c ocupam a area intercccal 
p6s-testicular. Pon, excretor terminal Vesk11l:i c,xc1-c-tora n:io nbservada. 
Habitat - Estomago e intestine de Selene vomer L 
Proveniencia - Escola dt> Pesca Caboclo Bernardo. Santa Cruz 
(Ocenano Atlantico. Estado do Espirito Santo, Brasil 
Material estudado depositado na Colec;iio Helmintol6gica do Jns-
tituto Oswaldo Cruz sf o~ numeros 30 031 30 032 e 30 OR!l . 
No Quadro II damos as principais medidas de tres especimes. 
Na descritiio original dessa especie Yamaguti diz que o atrio 
genital e submediano, ao n!vel da faringe, porem a figura pub1icada 
mostra o atria genital situado mais abaixo, ao nivel do ese.tago. 
Descrita de 3 exemplares colhidos no intestine delgado de 
8combropa boopa (Hottuyn) em Misaka, Siduoka Prepectures, no Japiio, 
e registrada por Yamaguti, em 1958, na Bermuda, parasitando Holocen· 
trua aacenalonls. 
AssinalAmo-la agora em n6vo hospedador, no Atlllntico 11\ll. 
0pe coe l1dae 
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965 (Ca~ Coirst). 
elm. C<\lK No. 70670 
71 (paratypeM, , 
on two alult 'worms): 
rt>bust, ,mspined, with protuber-
acetabulum, extremities round. 
295-575 at ovarian level. Fore-
140-136 Jong; hindbodf much 
rebocly, 73~1,720 long; fore-
)' lentth ratio 1:5.3-7.3. Oral 
ventral, longitudinally elon-
73-120; acetabulum trans-
• aperture a transverse slit, 
125-205 by 140-230, center 
~rior one-seventh to one-fifth 
ength. Sucker length ratio 1:1.44-1.64, 
ratio 1: 1.9.2-1.93. Prepharynx 21 long 
IUBer specimen); pharynx nearly round, 
48-68 by 56-66; esophagus 120 long (in larger 
specimen); cecal bifurcation dorsal to acetabu-
ham; ceca terminating blindly 72-80 from pos-
ior extremity. 
Testes two, somewhat lohl'd to notched. lrn,-
11tudinally to transversely elongate, intercecal 
1M I may overlap l'eC'a dorsally, oblique, contigu-
, u • lying in posterior part of middle thin] of 
I xiv or extending slightly into posterior third: 
;mt~rior testis sinistromedian, 140-240 by 181-
206, lying 1!:!l-4n.5 postacetah11l~r; p,1steriu.-
testis median to dextromedi:111, 176-2:10 h, 
1.52-285. lyiug 29S-670 po,t:wet.ihul tr. pmi'-
tc-sticular spa<•f' 257-1120 long. Cirru .. ac .11>-
sent. Seminal vesicle hipartitf'; proxi111al part 
~accular, straight. e11tirely pmtaC'etah,dar, <'0111-
mendng 75-222 postacetab11lar or approxi-
matelv halfwav between ovarv and .,c·etahul11111· 
anteri~r part ·tubular, 11arro~v. si1111011s. Pan 
prostatica preacetabular, cC'll lined, H 1,\' 31 
( in larger specimen). Cirrus short. nrnscuhr. 
opening into shallow genit.il atrium. Gc•11ihl 
pore at sinistral part of pliarynx. 
Ovary anterodextral to and contiguo111s w1tli 
anterior testis, smooth, diagonally or truns-
versely oval, 80-1.57 by 95-14.'5, lylng 167-4-t.; 
postacetabular. Ovi<luc-t cmPrging from a11!C'-
riormost margin of ovary. Ootype cmnpJ,,x au-
tcromedian to ovary a.nd antf'rior testis. Utn11s 
short, intercecal, coiling betwec·11 ovary-a11terior 
testis and acetahulum. Metraterm thick wallC'<l, 
approximately same lt'ngth as pars prostaticu. 
Vitelline follicles large, round to oval in shapt-, 
usually extending from posterior part of llt.'t'· 
tabulum ( or one field more posteriorly) to po -
terior extremity, filling posttesticular spal'e, in 
lateral fields anteriorly and completely or Pill• 
tially SWTOunding ceca. Vitelline reservoir 
dorsomedian to ovary. Eggs yellowish, operc.1.1-
late, usually ~llapsed in mounted specimens, 
seven measurmg 50-59 by 33-38. 
Excretory bladder unbranched, tubular, ex-
tending anteriorly to ovary; pore terminal. 
Opecoeli i ae 
DrscussmN: From Cape Coast, a single speci-
men was recovered from one of 10 C. macm-
gnathua examined. Ten small-mouth weakfish, 
C. brachygnathua (Blecker) from the same aren 
were negative. Our new spe<'ies appears dosest 
to P. scorpaenae ( Manter, l 947) OverstrCf't, 
1969, from scorpaenid fishes from Florida, P. 
barkerl Hanson, 1950, from holocc•ntrid fishc 
from Bermuda, Bimini, Puerto Rico, Jamaica 
and Cura,;ao, P. umhrlnae Manter and Va, 
Cleave, 1951. from sciaeni<I fishe~ from Cali 
fornia, and P. manteri Sog.111dares and Hutto,, 
HJ.';9, from a sciaenid fish from Flnricla. Th 
latter hvo species diffl'r signifieantly from the 
pn•sf'nt fonn i11 that the M'minal \'f'sicle l'O,n-
me11ccs dorsal or ouly slightly po t,, ior to th,. 
acctabulnm, and tlw vitc·llim· follit lt·s ,·xi< 11d 
pn·:tt•f'taluilarlr. I'. 11111!,ri,uu· d1ff,-r, Ju,thn i.1 
ha\'ing a lolic·cl ovary a11d tl1L fon·loocl~· appri,xi~ 
111at,•h- tl,e s,11111• lt•11gth as the• poMt,•sticulnr 
~pa<f'; whilt• P. mm1fl'ri h.1., a t1a11 Vl'rsPI)• tlon-
gah' oral s11, ker. a11 csophal(u~ tl11 s;unt lcnl(th 
as th,· phaq 11.,;, a11d ,mo11t)1 t('sks. P. barkt'ri 
ddfrrs in l1avi11g th, fnrehod upproximately 
tl11• sa11:L' lc11gth as the poslles tknlnr spau ,1 
luq.(t I snckl'r ratio, a11 Psoph,1g11 shm ll-r tlia11 
tlu• plwn 11x, and smonth ltstrs. [' .. fforp1w111u' 
clilfu.s in h.11 ing a larg,'r sucker r,tl in, the 
ph .,I\ 11x as lo11g as or lnngf'r 'lm11 tht oral 
"" L r, th,. test,·s ta111lt't11 , ,mcl the s('minal 
H'<i< le· t'11tirc•lv tubular 111d sm11011s. 
PSEUDOPECOELUS GIBBONSIAE, new speclee Manter & 
VanCleaye12:1 PLATE 12, FIGURES 6, 7 '::J-.J 
Description (based on two specimens) .-Body (pl. 12, fig. 6) 
rather thick, unspined, 2.262 to 2.558 mm. in length, 0.643 to 0.780 
mm. in thickness at acetabular level. Oral sucker (os) 0.179 to 
0.195 mm. in length; 0.187 to 0.195 mm. in thickness. Acetabulu~ 
(ac) slightly protuberant, without papillae; 0.421 to 0.468 mm. m 
length; 0.382 to 0.429 mm. in depth. Ratio of sucker lengt~s, 1 :2.35 
to 2.4. Acetabulum 0.773 to 0.811 mm. or about one-t~1rd body 
length from anterior end. Prepharynx 0.055 to 0.086 mm. m length. 
Pharynx (ph) large, 0.163 to 0.179 mm. long by 0.179 to 0.195 mm. 
thick. Esophagus frequently longer than pharynx, 0.269 mm. long 
in the 2.558 mm. specimen, in which the pharynx was 0.179 n_im. 
long. Ceca (ic) ending blindly near posterior ~nd of bod!. Genital 
pore (gp) ventral, slightly to the l~ft, opposite posterior fourth 
of pharynx; accessory suckers ~ack1~g. ~estes (t~ smoot~, sub-
spherical, tandem, contiguous, m m1dreg10n of hmdbody, post-
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testicular space 0.523 to 0.577 mm. Seminal vesicle (sv) a rela-
tively narrow sinuous tube extending from near the genital pore 
posterior to acetabulum almost to ovary; cirrus very short; cirrus 
sac lacking; a few gland cells (pl. 12, fig. 7) in region of genital 
pore. Ovary globular, smooth, immediately pretesticular, slightly 
to the right; seminal receptacle lacking; sperm cells in uterus; 
Mehlis' gland very large and conspicuous; vitelline follicles ( v) 
large, extending from a point about midway between pharynx and 
acetabulum continuously to posterior end of body, surrounding the 
ceca. Uterus preovarian; metraterm lacking; eggs 90 to 92,a by 
36 to 47,a, when uncollapsed 90 to 92,a by 43 to 47,a. Excretory 
vesicle extending to posterior edge of ovary. 
Host.-Gibbonsia metzi Hubbs, weed sawfish. 
Location.-Intestine. 
Holotype.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37145. 
Discussion.-The genus Pseudopecoelus contains the following 
species: vulgaris (Manter, 1934) Von Wicklen, 1946; japonicus 
(Yamaguti, 1938) Von Wicklen, 1946; elongatus (Yamaguti, 
1938) Von Wicklen, 1946; tortugae Von Wicklen, 1946; priacanthi 
(MacCallum, 1916) Manter, 1947. P. gibbonsiae differs from all 
these in that its vitellaria extend anterior to the acetabulum. 
P. vulgaris and P. japonicus have a lobed ovary. P. elongatus has 
a more posterior genital pore and smaller eggs, and its vitellaria 
are interrupted opposite the gonads. P. tortugae has a more pos-
terior genital pore, much longer hindbody and uterus, and smaller 
eggs. P. priacanthi has a different sucker ratio and much smaller 
eggs. 
WILLIAM R. MONTGOMERY 
PSlt.VDOPECOELUS UMBRINAE Manter & Van Cleave, 1951 
Twenty-one specimens were recovered from Umbrina roncador Jordan & 
wt, the same hosts reported by Manter & Van Cleave (I.e.) frontthis 
.,._.,....._,... S.even specimens were collected from Roncador stearnsi 
eindachner). 
Hosts~ U mbrina roncador (] ordan & Gilbert). Y cllowfin croaker 
{$ciaenidae). Roncador slearnsi (Steindachncr). Spotfin croaker (Sci-
aenidae); new host record. 
Location: Intestine. 
Pse11dop,.1!fo~l1t_S JYIDjlOihor~cis n.sp. 
/Vta A~fur~d,-1:&bie, /'II,'( 
Host: Gymnothorax moringa (C). 
Site: intestine. 
Holotype: U.S.N.M. 60275. 
Description based on 8 specimens. Body 
pyriform co linguiform, 1.40-1.85 long, 
0.637-0.830 wide. Cuticle smooth. Oral 
sucker 0.113-0.133 long, 0.120-0.153 wide. 
Ventral sucker 0.200-0.233 long, 0.233-0.273 
wide; sucker ratio 1: 1.7-2. l. Prepharynx 
shore; pharynx 0.038-0.060 in diameter; 
esophagus 3-5 rimes length of pharynx; in-
testinal bifurcation about midway between 
suckers; ceca converge posteriorly, ending 
blindly at about midlevel of posttesricular 
space. Testes 2, extremely lobed, constricted 
medially, 0.113-0.266 long, 0.333-0.440 wide. 
Cirrus sac absent; seminal vesicle tubular, 
exrendini:i well posterior co acetabulum but 
nor reaching ovary; pars prostatica weakly 
developed, prostate cells few; ejaculacory duce 
shore. Ovary lobed, pretesricular, submedian, 
0.100-0.120 long, 0.173-0.200 wide: uterine 
seminal receptacle, Mehlis' gland and uterus 
preovarian; Laurer's canal present; metra-
term well-developed. Genital atrium small, 
genital pore sinistral, at about midesophageal 
level. Eggs 54-69 by 30-45 µ,, usually 63-67 
by 37-42. Virelline follicles numerous, ex-
tending along entire length of ceca, con-
fluent at intestinal bifurcation. Excretory 
vesicle tubular, extending to ovarian level. 
The combination of highly lobed and me-
dially constricted testes with virelline fol-
licles broadly confluent at the intestinal bi-
furcation distinguishes this species from all 
ochers in the genus Pse11dopecoe/11s. 
Opecoel1dae 
/(J ,,J/,A I / 4 f '/ 
28. Pseudopecoelus hemilobatus n.sp. 
(Fig1,. 30-31) 
HosT: Cyttus australi.~ (Richardson), boar fish; intestin<>. 
LocALITY: Portobello. 
HoLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Collection No. 4!Jl 2!J. 
DESCRIPTION (based on two specimens and fragments of two others): Body 
unspined, elongate, forebody tapering, posterior end broadly t·ouncled and onl:v 
slightly tapered. Length 2·570 to 2·940 mm., greatest width near midbody 
0·658 to 0·795 mm. Oral sucker 0·16!) to 0·231 nun. wide, somewhat longrr than 
wide when extended; acetabulum 0·369 to 0·4-55 mm. wide, i,;lightJ.r wider than 
long. Sucker ratio 1 : 2 to 2·2. Acetabulum only slightly protuberant, with 
narrow transverse aperture; upper lip without papillae; posterior lip with Olll' 
pair of short muscular papillae and a single, median, bilobed, non-musculai· 
papilla (Fig. 31). Forebody 0·672 to 0·728 mm .. varying with contraction from 
about 1 to slightly more than ± total body length. Prephary11x lacking; pharynx 
0·133 to 0·161 mm. long by 0·102 to 0·107 mm. wide; oesophagns 0·!,!-16 to 0 ·28:i 
mm. or from 1½ to 2X length of pharynx; bifurcation just anterior to acetabulum; 
caeca extending to near posterior end of body where each ends bliJ1dly. 
Genital pore a little to left of midline, opposite posterior hall' of pharynx 
or a little posterior to pharynx. Testes large, tandem or 81ightly diagonal, in 
posterior half of hindbody, wider than lo11g-, filling intercaccal space, clo~e 
together, usually slightly bilobecl; posttesticular space 0· 504 tu 0 · 560 m1u. 
Cirrus very short; cirrus sac lacking; prostntic wsicle elongate, about 0· 152 by 
0·018 mm.; seminal vesicle tubular, becoming- sinuous posterior to acPtabulum, 
extending more than halfway between acetabul um a ncl ovary ( 0 · 121 to O · 152 
mm. from ovary) . 
Ovary rather deeply trilobed with some secondary lobing-. 8eminnl receptack 
lacking. Mehlis' gland dorsal to first part of uterus just anterior to ovary; 
uterus preovarian; metraterm weakly muscular about ,'. Jeng-tli of prostatic Yesicle. 
Vitelline follicles fairly large, beginning opposite middle of acetabulum on th.: 
right, at posterior edge of acetabulum uu the left, extending unbroken to near 
posterior end of body, dorsal and ventral to caeca, not 111eeting between gonads. 
Eggs 68 to 71 by 39 to 44µ,. Excretory pore terminal; extent of vesicle not 
observed. 
Numerous gland cells occur in the forebody urar tlie ventral surface jusr 
anterior to the acetabulum. These are not vitellaria-like. A transverse groove in 
the ventral surface just anterior to the aeetabulnm might be more than a fold 
but its aperture does not have a definite boundary nor musculature. Au acct>ssory 
sucker is absent. 
The name hemilobatus is from hemi, half, and lobat11s, lobed and reft'rs to 
the papillae being limited to the posterior half of the acetabulum. 
DrscussroN: This species is placed in the genus Pseudopecoe/11s bl'cause the 
caeca end blindly, and au accessory 1,ucker is lacking·. IIowewr. l'srndopecoelus 
supposedly lacks acetabular papillae whereas they occur in P. hrn1ilobatus but 
only on the posterior lip of the acetabulum. In thi-; respect. P. he111ilobat11s differs 
from all the other seven spt>cies in the genus. Otherwise it appears to be mo~t 
like P. javonicus (Yamaguti, 1938 ) Von Wicklen, 19-16 from rnostly deepwater 
fishes of Japan, differing chiefly in the sucker ratio. 
The specimen identified as P. Japo11icus from Centriscops h11111cro.~us from 
Portobello is very similar to P. he111ilobat11s. However, it sh<nrPtl llo papillae or 
lobes on the acetabulum althoug·h a central posterior portion \\·a~ eYcrted. Other 
differences are shorter pro~tatic vesicle, shorter oesophagus. mor(' lobed tesh's, 
more anterior extent of the vitellaria, ,rider and larger oral ~utkl'r. It must be 
admitted that some of these differences are not grrat and may IJp partly due to 
contraction; but in view of the apparent ah ,·nre of 11C•f'ta hnlm· papqlat'. tlw 
hYo species are considered differen1 at least for th<> prrsent. 
Pse1t4°!fcp_elus holocentri n.sp. 
IV~" ll6ir'87 e« ble., I 'f &, V 
Synonym: ""Psemlopecoelus elongat11s of 
Hanson, 1950, nee (Yamaguri, 1938) 
Host: Holocentms ascensio11is (C) . 
Site: intestine. 
Holotype: U.S.N.M. 60274. 
Description based on 2 specimens. Body 
slender, 2.45-3.28 Jong, 0.600-0.667 wide. 
Oral sucker 0.120-0.130 long, 0.128-0.135 
wide; ventral sucker in anterior fourth of 
body, 0.240-0.280 in diameter, withour papil-
lae; sucker ratio I: 2-2.15. Prepharynx short; 
pharynx 0.105 long, 0.090-0.114 wide; 
esophagus 0.098-0.112 long; ceca end blind-
ly near posterior end of body. Testes 2, tan-
dem, lobed, not contiguous, 0.293-0.346 long, 
0.213-0.273 wide; seminal vesicle tubular, 
extending about 1/ 3 distance from ventral 
sucker to ovary; ejaculatory duct short; pars 
prostatica indistinct. Ovary pretesticular, 
slightly irregular, 0.133-0.166 in diameter; 
uterine seminal receptacle, Mehlis' gland and 
uterus preovarian; metraterm well-developed. 
Genital pore sinistral, near anterior margin 
of pharynx. Eggs 52-54 by 27-30 µ. Vitel-
line follicles extending from near posterior 
level of ventral sucker to the posterior end 
of body, interrupted opposite gonads. Excre-
tory vesicle extending to ovarian level; pore 
terminal. 
The only other species of Psettdopecoel1ls 
with vitellaria interrupted opposite the gon-
ads is P. elongatus (Yamaguri, 1938). That 
species differs from P. holocentri in having 
a smaller pharynx, a different sucker ratio 
(1: 1.56 compared with 1: 2-2.15) and a 
longer posttesticular space. 
Some of the specimens which Hanson 
( l 950) reported as P. elongattts have been 
examined and found to agree with the pres-
ent species except in having somewhat less 
irregular gonads. 
0peooel1dae 
Synonym: the P.elopfatus 





~~;.,~apon1cus6magut1, 1938) ~U);J__a;,..,,l'll! 
Length: 1.9-3.75 mm. 
Width: o.6-1.0 mm at level of acetabulum or behind it. 
Oral sucker: Subterminal, 0.15-0.25 X 0.17-0.26 mm. 
Aceta.bultun: (size:) o. 24-0. 38 mm in diameter. 
(position): At posterior half of anterior third of body 
Sucker ratio: 
Esophagus: Slender, bifurcating a little in front of acetabulum. 





pore (location): Somewhat to the left or median, at level 
of pharynx. 
shape: Irregularly dented, 0.2-0.5 X 0.25-0.45 mm. 
~[Postequatorial, one immediately or short distance 
location.\behind other, poet. med. or alt. dextral, ant. med. or 
sac (extent): alt. sinistral. 
shape: 3-lobed, 0.15-0.25 X 0.24-0.38 mm. 
location: Immediately in front of anterior 
or slightly to the right. 
Vitellaria: Follicles relatively large, extending f 
acetabulum to posterior end. 
Ege;~•. : Ellipsoidal, light brown, 63-84 X 36-54 µ. 
Reference: Studies on the Helminth Fauna of Japan 
Trematodes of Fishes, IV. Kyoto, 
Comparisons: ~- vulgaris Manter, 1934 
Hosts: (cont.) Aulopus a onicus Gunther, Chelido 
(Cuv. et Valene. , Trachurus 
Life cycle: 
24. Pseudopecoelus japonicus (Yamaguti, 1938) Von Wicklen, 1946 
(Figs. 32-33) 
HosT: Centriscops linrnerosus (Richardson), bellows fish; intestine. LOCALITY: PortobeUo. 
SPECIMEN DEPOSITED: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helmintlt. Uollection No. 49162. 
DiscussroN: A single specimen of this trematode was collected. It resemble/'! 
P. vulgaris except in egg size, the chief difference which Yamaguti Wscd to dis-
tinguish his P. japonicus collected from eleven species of deepwater fishes in 
Japan. My specimen differs froiu Yamaguti's description in Ornt the testes are 
deeply lobed rather than " indented "; both suckers are relatively larger; and 
the uterus is shorter. Since these are characters probably varying with age and 
contraction, and only one specimen was available, it is considered to be P. japon-
icus with which it agrees in such characters as sucker 1·atio, position of genital 
pore, extent of vitellaria, egg size, and shape of ovary. It resemblrs P. vuloaris 
particularly in shape of the gonads but the egg size is much smaller and the sucker ratio different. 
Measurements were: size 1·540 by 0·539 mm., but somewhat contractc>d; fore-
body 0·277 mm., oral sucker 0·192 mm. wide; acetabulum 0·254 mm. wide; sucker 
ratio 1 : 1·32; pharynx 0·099 by 0·099 mm.; orsopbagus 0·095 mm. long; caeca 
ending blindly near posterior end of body; eggs 70 to 72 by 34 to RBµ. 
,; 
Opecoelidae 
Description of the Progenetic Metacercaria of Pseudopecoelus 
japonicus (Allocreadiidae: Trematoda) from Euphausia 
similis (Euphausiacea: Crustacea) of Suruga Bay 
The cysts lay in the cardiac region under 
the carapace of the krills. They were 
subglobular, measured 0.71 to 1.81 mm long 
by 0.54 to 1.61 mm wide (based on six 
cysts). The cyst walls consisted of two layers , 
and measured 0.03 to 0.06 mm thick. The 
metacercariae in double-position in cysts were 
fully gravid, and laid eggs in cysts, except 
few immature worms. 
Description of metacercaria (Fig. 1, meas-
urements based on ten metacercariae) : Body 
oval, small, 0.89 to 2.50 mm long by 0.74 to 
1.26 mm in maximum width . Cuticle smooth . 
Oral sucker subterminal, 0.17 to 0.33 mm in 
transverse diameter. Pharynx muscular, 
0.10 mm in transverse diameter. Esophagus 
short, bifurcating a little in front of ventral 
sucker: Ceca simple, terminating blindly 
near posterior end of body. Ventral sucker 
preequatorial, slightly protrusible, larger than 
oral sucker, 0.27 to 0.34 mm in transverse 
diameter. Accessory sucker and papillae on 
ventral sucker absent. Testes two, ir-
regularly indented, almost tandem, post-
equatorial, anterior: 0.27 to 0.45 mm by 0.13 
to 0.31 mm, posterior : 0.30 to 0.46 mm by 
0.15 to 0.40 mm. Seminal vesicle external, 
tubular, sinous, long, winding, extending 
posteriorly to ventral sucker. Prostate gland 
cells not obsen·ed. True cirrus pouch prob-
ably absent, but cirrus short in sheathlike 
structure. Genital pore slightly to left of 
pharynx. Ovary lobed, median, immediately 
pretesticular, 0.03 to 0.57 mm by 0.11 to 
0.15 mm. Ootype immediately in front of 
ovary. Lauer's canal not obsen·ed. Seminal 
receptacle absent. Uterus intercccal, coiled 
between ,·entral sucker and ovary, with few 
eggs in it. Eggs operculate, sometimes with 
a small knoblike process at anoperculate 
pole, and with a thin hyaline membrane 
around shell, 67 to 81 /I by 37 to 4:2 I' (based 
on ten eggs). and embryo not de\'eloping to 
miracidium. \'itellin e follicles eiitending 
from le\'el of intestinal bifurcation to 
posterior end of body. Excreatory \'esicle 
tubular, dorsal to testes, n•aching 0\'ary. 
Discussion 





;\Jetacerc~ria _of_ l'><·11dopecocl11.< j,1po11irns liberated from cyst from 
Eupht1t1Sltl Slllllits. \'entral \'iew. Eggs have not been formed in 
this specimen. Uterus is omitted. 
Met~cercaria of P. Japo11irns from E. similis ingested in the stomach 
of <..Moroj>hthal11111s a/b<11rossis of Tosa Bay. \'entral view. E: 
eggs, EV: excreatory ,·esicle, GP: genital pore, I : intestine, O: 
ova_ry, 00 : ootype, OS: oral sucker, P: pharynx, S\' : seminal 
ves,cle, T: testis, U : uterus, \': ,·i1ellaria, \'S: · \'entral sucker. 
Acllllopecoclus von 'v\'icklen. 1946 tAllocreadi-
idae: Trematoda), because they ha,·e the 
smooth cuticle, the Yentral sucker with no 
papillae, no accessory sucker, the ceca ending 
blindly, no ture cirrus pouch, and the external 
tubular seminal vesicle. The characteristics 
of this metacercaria agree to the description 
of the adult of P. japonicus by Yamaguti 
(1938), in ha\'ing the lobed 0Yary, the geni-
tal pore being to ldt of pharynx. the nm-
tral sucker slightly larga than the oral sucker 
(sucker ratio 1: 1.00 to 1.51). the egg size, 
and the same locality. though the ,·itellaria 
ex tt•ndi ng slightly ankriorly to the \'entral 
sucker. Consequently, the metacercaria from 
E .. ,·i111 ilis is identified with that of l'<c11doJ><'· 
cud11s japo11ic11s (Yamaguti , Ul:l8) Yon \\·ick-
lt-n. 19-16. 
\"amaguti (19Jtl) recorded the cyst of I'. 
J<1/>1111im, from the peribuccal connectiYe tis-
sttt' of a jat·k mackt•rcl. Tr,1dwr11< tr,1d111rw. 
_.,. the krt1le with the alien"""" 
~ Oahima and me for tbe 
obe,rvatione. 
oblerved die alien body to be the pro. 
,enetic metacercuia of Pleutlopeeoilt,u J-,,,. 
,iicus (Yamquti, 1938) von Wi~, 1946 
·(Allocreadiidae: Trematoda). Dr. KomaJd 
previously reported the alien body u the 
metacercaria of P. japanicu, or of ita cloaely 
related species, under my opinion [Komaki. 
Y. (1970): J. Oceanogr. Soc. Japan, 26 (5), 
283-295). 
This paper deala with the morphology and 
the specific identification of the metacercaria. 
For the purpose of the ecological 1tudies of 
thi1 parasite, eee a!IO Komaki (1970). 
5. Pseudo7Jecoelus manteri ~ 'P Hu.tftnt, I'(~<:, 
(Fig. 9) s-oea-,,.da'f'QS o. , t 
Host: Bairdiella chrysurus (Lacepede); silver-perch; fam-
ily Sciaenidae 
Incidence of Infection: In 4 of 9 hosts 
Number: 1, 1, 1, 1 
Location: Pyloric ceca 
Locality: Tarpon Key, Boca Ciega Bay, Florida 
Holotype: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. No. 39002 
Diagnosis (Based on 4 specimens): Pseudopecoelus; body elon-
gate, plump, broadly rounded posteriorly, conical anterior to ace-
tahulum, 0.94 to 1.44 long by 0.42 to 0.56 wide. Cuticle unspincd. 
Oral sucker terminal, 0.06 to 0.08 long by 0.10 to 0.12 wide. Ace-
tahulum in anterior % body, short pedunculate, unornamented, 
0.18 to 0.20 long by 0.16 to 0.22 wide. Sucker ratio 1:0.9 to 1.1. 
Prepharynx from ¼ length to approximately same length as pharynx. 
Pharynx 0.05 to 0.07 long by 0.06 to 0.07 wide. Esophagus approx-
imately same length of pharynx. Cecal bifurcation immediately 
preacetabular; ceca ending blindly % distance between posterior 
testis and posterior end of body. Genital pore sinistral and le\'el 
with anterior border of pharynx. Testes 2, intercecal, rouudish, 
oblique, almost in contact with each other, anterior testis equatorial, 
sinistral to midline of body, 0.14 to 0.18 long by 0.16 to 0.18 wide; 
posterior testis dextral or median, 0.14 to 0.22 long by 0.12 to 0.20 
wide. Seminal vesicle from slightly posterior to acetabulum to 
enter a prostatic vesicle which is approximately same length of 
pharynx and connects with a very short cirrus which opens through 
genital pore. Ovary either with a single anterior notch or smooth, 
roundish to subtriangular in shape, to the right and level with an-
terior testis; 0.06 to 0.14 long by 0.10 to 0.12 wide. Seminal re-
ceptacle absent. Vitellaria medianly coalescing anterior and do1 
~<il to acetabulum, extending posteriorly on each side of the bodv. 
overlapping ceca dorsally and ventrally to £11 posttesticulru· space 
dorsally and ventrally. Uterus preo\': rian, extending from m·an• 
to genital pore. Eggs collapsed, 48 t< 60 microns long by 28 to 
~ microns wide. Excretory pore terminal or subterminal, de-
pending upon contraction of ..wsterior end of body. Excretory 
vesicle tubular, extending from excretory pore to p~erior level 
of ovary. 
The name manteri is in honor of Profr,sor Harold " ' infred :\ Ian-
ter, Department of Zoology, University f Nebraska, in recogni tion 
of his extensive contributions to the fie .l of helminthology. 
Discussion: This species is identified as P. wnbrinae l\Ianter & 
Van Cleave, 1951 and P. gibbonsiae Manter & Van Clea, e, 1951 in 
Manter's (1954b: p. 6) key. Both species are from the coast of 
California. Pseudopecoelus manteri differs from P. umbrinae b) 
possessing smaller testes, an ovary which is ne,er 3 to 4 lobed , and 
longer prostatic vesicle. Pseudopecoelus manteri differs from P. 
gibbonsiae by possessing a seminal vesicle which extends only 
slightly posterior to ~etabulum, oblique testes, and genital pore 
at anterior border of pharynx, as compared with seminal vesicle 
extending far beyond acetabulum, almost to ovary, tandem testes 
and genital pore at mid-pharyngeal level. Pseudopecoelus manteri 
differs from all other species of Pseudopecoeltts by possessing 
vitellaria which extend anterior to acetabulum as compared with 
vitellaria posterior to acetabulum. 
Pseudopecoelus manteri in this collection was found associated 
with Bucephaloides caecorum Hopkins, 1956 and Tergestia pecti-
nata (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1940. 
V 
IOI. Pseudopecoe/us maomao~ Vo"''J"r+iJ 1q1o 
(Fig. 115) 
HABITAT: Intestine of Abudefduf abdominalis (local 
name "maomao"): Hawaii. 
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63722. 
DESCRIPTION (based on ten whole mounts): Body 
elongate, nearly subcylindrical, though tapering anterior-
ly in forebody, 1.35-2.2 mm long, 0.25-0.34 mm wide 
in ovariotesticular region. Cuticle smooth. Oral sucker 
ventroterminal, 0.1-0.14 X 0.12-0.16 mm; prepharynx 
distinct; pharynx barrel-shaped, 90-110 X 50-120 µ, may 
be constricted near anterior end; esophagus 0.l l-0.12 mm 
long, bifurcating at base of acetabular peduncle; ceca 
terminating blindly at posterior extremity. Acetabulum 
smaller than oral sucker, 0.08-0.13 X 0.l l-0.13 mm, 
provided at anterior and posterior ends with strong muscle 
bundles extending toward the base of the peduncle which 
is 0.2-0.25 mm long, Sucker ratio 1.1-1.5: I. 
Testes rounded to oval, 0.15-0.29 X 0.12-0.2 mm, 
directly tandem, nearer to posterior extremity than to 
base of acetabular peduncle. Seminal vesicle saccular, 
occasionally somewhat curved to one side, 0.14-0.23 
X 0.07-0.I I mm, reaching to anterior end of middle third 
of body or more posteriorly. Pars prostatica not differ-
entiated. Genital pore at level of pharynx. 
Ovary subg)obular, 60-1 IO X 80-110 µ, situated in 
postequatorial midregion of body immediately in front 
of anterior testis. Germiduct arising from anterodextral 
end of ovary, giving off Laurer's canal near its origin. 
Laurer's canal running transversely anterodorsal to ovary 
and opening dorsal to left cecum at level of anterior 
end of ovary. No seminal receptacle. Uterus winding 
forward from in front of ovary, passing beside seminal 
vesicle; metraterm running alongside male duct. Eggs oval, 
44-56 X 28-35 µ in life. Vitellaria circumcecal, commenc-
ing at level of seminal vesicle, usually interrupted opposite 
testes, confluent in posttesticular area; vitelline reservoir 
anterodorsal to ovary. Excretory vesicle tubular, reaching 
to ovary, with terminal pore. 
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the most closely 
related Pseudopecoelus elongatus (Yamaguti, 1938) from 
Japanese Scombrops boops in the seminal vesicle being 
saccular and distinctly set off and in the eggs being a 
little smaller. In P. elongatus there is a cylindrical pars 
prostatica enclosed in a muscular sheath, the seminal 
vesicle is tubular and sinuous, and the eggs are 54-60 µ 
by 33-36 µ. The specific name refers to the local name 
of the host. 
0pecoel1dae 
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f1eud9pecoel11s IJl!nµtus n.SJ?. 
/Vo.llK~iJrR!,blfl, l'I 'I,'( 
Host: Doratonotns megalepis (C). 
Site: intestine. 
Hotot,,pe: U.S.N.M. 60276. 
Description based on 6 specimens, meas-
urements on 4 mature ones. Body elongated, 
rounded ar both ends, 0.606-0.720 long, 
0.180-0.233 wide. Oral sucker 0.063-0.075 
in diameter; ventral sucker at juncrion of 
anterior and middle third of body, 0. J 05-
0.135 in diameter; sucker ratio 1: 1.7-2.0. 
Prepharynx absent; pharynx 0.030-0.040 
long, 0.042-0.048 wide; esophagus 1-2 rimes 
length of pharynx; ceca end blindly a short 
distance from posterior end of body. Testes 
2, tandem, entire, contiguous, 0.045-0.120 
in diameter; seminal vesicle long, reaching 
about midway between ventral sucker and 
ovary; pars prosrarica nor evident. Ovary 
preresricular, subrriangular, smooth, 0.030-
0.075 in diameter; Mehlis' gland, uterine 
seminal receptacle and uterus preovarian; 
metraterm well-developed. Genital atrium 
muscular; genital pore sinistral, near pos-
terior margin of pharynx. Eggs few, 45-54 
by 22-30 µ.. Vitelline follicles extending an-
terior to ventral sucker, usually interrupted 
lateral ro acetabulum. Excretory vesicle tubu-
lar, extending ro level of ovary; excrecory 
formula 2[(2+2) + (2+2)} = 16 flame 
cells. 
Only PseudopecoelttS gibbonsiae Manter 
and Van Cleave, 1951, shares with this spe-
cies the combined feamres of an entire ovary 
and vitellaria that extend anterior ro the ace-
tabulum. However, P. gibbonsiae is much 
larger (2.26-2.55 by 0.643-0.780) and its 
eggs almost twice rhe size of rhose of P. 
minutus. 
The pygmy wrasse which harbors this spe-
cies lives in clumps of rockweed in close 
association wirh the snail, Coltmzbella mer-
catoria, and an amphipod which probably 
serve as intermediate hosts. A minure ope-
coelid cercaria, ro be described elsewhere, 
develops in rhar snail and was observed to 
penerrare and encyst in rhe amphipod. 
Opecoel1dae 
t<r-.,::;e,Gun~her 0.1.0., 1'111 
Opecoelidae 
Pseudopecoelus nossamani 8P--..A. 
(Figs. 3 and 4) 
Ho.~T: Hippoglo.rsus stenolepis Schmidt, 
Pleuroncctidae, Pacific halibut; 2 specimens 
from I host. 
TYPE SPECIMENS DEPOSITED: USNM Hel-
minth. Coll. No. 74121 (holotypc), 74122. 
DESCRIPTION: Body elongate, 2531-3191 
long by 46,5-539 wide at ovarian level. Tcgu-
ment unspined. Forebody conical, ¼ body 
length. Oral sucker subtcrminal, 140-160 long 
by 92-160 wide. Acctabulum slightly protru-
sible, nonpapillate, 204-224 long by 244-276 
wide. Sucker ratio l: 1.72. Prepharynx short; 
pharynx 92-120 long hy 76-96 wide; esoph-
agus 156-228 long; intestinal bifurcation 
midway between suckers; ceca ending blindly 
near posterior end of body. Genital pore ven-
tral, slightly to left of cecal bifurcation. Testes 
tandem, intercecal, 236-332 long by 176-232 
wide; posttesticular space 375-510. Seminal 
\'esicle narrow, sinuous extending from near 
genital pore posteriorly to region near ovary; 
cirrus short; cirrus sac absent; prostatic gland 
cells in region of genital pore. Ovary trilobecl, 
pretesticular, median, 80-112 by 172-180 
wide; seminal receptacle lackcing; Mehlis' gland 
preovarian; vitelline follicles circurncecal ex-
tending from level of acetabulum to posterior 
end of body, interrupted lateral to testes, filling 
posttesticular space. Uterus preovarian, ex-
tending to acetabulum; metraterm weakly mus-
cular; uncollapsed uterine eggs 80 to 84 long 
by 44 wide. Excretory vesicle tubular, ex-
tending to ovary. 
D1scuss10N: The eggs in these specimens 
are larger than those of all other known species 
of Pseudopecoelus except for P. iaponicus (Ya-
maguti, 1938) Von Wicklen, 1946 (63-84 long 
by 36-54 wide) and P. vulgaris (Manter, 1934) 
Von Wicklen, 1946 (young worms: 78-80 long 
by 40 wide; older worms: 90-127 long by 
50-76 wide). The sucker ratio of Pseudo-
pecoelus japonicus is smaller ( 1: 1.2-1.3) and 
that of P. vulgar is is larger ( 1: 2-3) , The spe-
cies is named in honor of Bob J. Nossaman, 
York College, professor of biology. 
A second species of Pseudopecoelus was rep-
resented by a single specimen from Myxoceph-
alus polyacanthocephalus (Pallas), Cottidae, 
but it was macerated and cannot be described. 
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Opecoelidae 
PSEUDOPECOELUS PYI.UFORMIS ~- Pr-ud.hoe l\1-)d &-M , ;q t3 
(Fig. 10) . 0 
Host and locality: Cc,llanthiaa allporti - Stu. 113. 
Seven specimens in a contracted condition arn available. The shapo of tho body vnrieH from roughly triangular 
to broadly pyriform. In forms with a triangular outline the pos!Prior margin of the body is more or less straight, \I hilt· 
in a.II specimens the anterior region tapers somewhat, In lrngth the body varies bet\\PC'n l.22 mm and L34 mm and 
the maximum width between 0.74 mm and 1.25 mm. The cuticle iK without spines; much of the hind-liody has tram,. 
verse striations set closely together, but tho presence of these striations iR probably duo to contraction of the lio<ly. 
The rounded, rather muscular, subterminoJ om) suckrr is 0.2-0.21 mm in cliaml·tcr. Tho ventral sucker is withdrawn 
well into the body, so that it actually opms into a slit-like dc-prcssion on tho v(•ntral Hurfoc·r ~ituatcd ju t aulniorl_\' 
to the middle of thr body. The sucker iH, holl"ever. well developed, a little wider than long, the transYer8e diameter 
Yarying between 0.35 mm and 0.45 mm. The oral: ventral sucker-ratio is I: 1.7 to 2.2. Anteriorly to the Yentral sn!'ker 
there is a second transrersc- slit-like depression on the surface of the body. 
The oral gucker passes into a Rhort prepharynx, which has bccn observed only in sc-rial sections, and thence into 
an c-longate pharynx ml'asuring 0.12-0.16 mm )< 0.08-0.U mm. The oesophagus measures up to 0.Oli!i mm in length 
and is lined with cuticle. It bifurcate~ a little anteriorly to thc- ventral sucker, am! the intrstinal caeca extend to near 
the postc-rior end of the bod~·. whcrc- they end blindly. ThP caeca are linrd with an cpithc-lium staining dreply nith 
Ehrli!'h's haematoxylin. 
A narrow canal runs from the terminal excretory pore for a short distance 1-wfore dilating to form a. claviform 
excret-0ry .vesicle extending forward to a position dorsally to the ovary. 
Tlw gr·uitul porl• is somewhat muscular ancl is situatc-d nt ahonl t hc- level of tlw ('11111·\·11, , lo t lu· ll'ft nf tlw n11•dian 
li1w. It often appears to he placed on a distinct protubc-rancc of tho hody. Thc- t< •st!'s un• dispnsl•d mu· dirrctly hrhinrl 
the other. Thc-y arc transvc-rsoly elongate-no donbt due to the contraction of the hor)_y-and irrc-g11larly lolic-d. The• 
anterior testis measures 0.38--0.47 mm X 0.0!) 0.l(i mm and th!' posterior trstis 0.37 0.4:l mm ;t 0.11 0.17 mm. Th(•ir 
vasa effcrcntia opl'n directly into a nnrrow much-ronvolutC'cl sc•mimd Vl'sicll' l_ving dorsally nnrl posll'riurly to the 
ventral Rucker. In front of the sucker, the vesic)C' upc•ns into a \\'l'll-tlevc•lopcr.l p,u·s proslati('a. Frnm tho lattc-r, the 
wi<lP Pjaculatory dnct, ext(•nds a short distance, and then unit.rs with tho m!'trn.tenn to form a short hc,rmaphrrnlitic 
rind oprning through a papilla into a rclat.ivcly dL•rp gC'nital atrium . Thl' l'C1 appears to be no cirrus-sut·. 
Thr ornry is also transversrly elongate, with slightly imlC'ntPd margins, an,l uwasurC's 0.27- 0.44 mm 0 .04!i 
11 .07,"i 111111. lt lips in the median line on the anterior margin of the fort•most tl'stis. Laurer's canal has lil't•n olisrrv1·d. 
hut ll'as not tnwcd to an C'Xtcmal Up<'ning. No rccC'ptaculum SC'minis has been madc- out , l,nt 111a~se, of sp,•rm Ii,· in 
till' proximal rc-gion of lho uterus. The numerous vitelline follicles arc relati\·oly large, aml lat<'rnll_,, to thc- intC'.,tinal 
carca they extend from a level between the pharynx nnd the ventral suckc•r to the hinclc-r c-nrl of thC' budy. l>or,ally. 
thc- romsn of the follicles runs round the ends of the intestinal <'acca and forwards along tlwir inner margins to the 
yentral suC'ker. Rometimes being confluent in the mrdian line behind tho testc-s. Morco\'l'r, they sholl" a tcnclc-ncy nr,t 
to o,·prJie the caC'ca completely. In the ventral parrnchyma, the folliclt•s <'over thc- caeca and arc contiguous in the 
median line posteriorly, but not anll'riorly. The ut!'rus consists of a few transverse coils sit.uatec) hrtwe,·n the o,·ar\· 







Superficially, the somewhat triangular outline of the hody of th<' n,l,ovc-cll'i;cril)(Jcl form ,mggcHts an aflinity with 
the genus Paruacreadium Manter, but tho spccimPns lack the oddly lobl'rl v<·ntral suckc·r typic•ul of" this gc·n11H. On th<' 
other hand, the morphology of the specimen8 appears tu rc:;Pmhll' t h1it found in the g1·11u.-i J-'11e111foppr,or,/1u , In ma.nv 
species of this latter genus a cirrus-sa.c is a.bsC1nt, whilst in others it is ,-11,i,l to Im very wcakly developed. Of the "l"''~j,'.8 
of Paeudopecoel'I.UJ without a cirrus-sac of any kin<l ancl having vitolli1w folliclc\s cxt<·nding a11lf'riorly lJeyond the vcmtra.1 
sucker, the present form resembles P. gi1>1Jonsiae 1\fonter aml Van Cleave. 1 !151, I-'. IJ!/1/utDlltora<'iH Nahhas anrl Cahlc, 
1964, P. m.anteri Sogandares-Bernal and Hutton, Hlfi0, P. mi11utuH Nahhas and Cubll'. l!Jli-!, P. umhrinae Manh'r 
and Van Cleave, 1951, and P. vitellozonatus Pritchat·<l, Hlliu. Of tlwse :-pech·:-, /'. !/Yrt11wthomds, P. 1,uwteri and P . 
vitellozonatus resemble the present form in size of tlw <'ggs, but diffor in the eunftm•rwn of the vitdlaria in the m<',lian 
line anteriorly to the ventral sucker. On t.ho husis of thmm differc:ncl'H the form ch•scri11f'cl ubov11 ii- r1'.git1·'1ccl a~ a new 
species. 
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Peeudopecoelus scorpaenae (Ma.nter,1947) Overqtreet,1962,,-----
Neopecoelus scorpaenae n. gen., n. sp. 
Figs. 41, 42 
HosTS: Scorpaena grandicorni, Cuv. & Val., scorpion fish; 1ype hosl: 4 specimens in 
2 of 4 hosls examined. Scorpaena bra,ilie,.,i, Cuv. & Val., scorpion fish; 2 
specimens in 2 of 19 hosls examined. 
LocATION: lntesline. 
Description: Body smooth, 1.655 to 2.51 I by 0.390 to 0.645 mm, almost 
uniform in width from acetabulum to posterior end, posterior end broadly 
rounded. Forebody 0.262 to 0.382 mm, or about 1/6 to 1/9 body length, 
tapering to oral sucker. Oral sucker round, 0.097 to 0.146 mm in diameter; 
acetabulum embedded in a fold of the ventral body-wall, without papillae, 
wider than long, 0.262 to 0.337 mm in transverse diameter. Sucker ratio 
l :2.l to 3, usually about l :2.7. Short prepharynx present; pharynx 0.102 to 
0.160 mm long by 0.077 to 0.122 mm wide, usually longer than wide, in one 
case same length as width; about the same size as the oral sucker or some-
what larger. Esophagus varying from about the same length as prepharynx 
to almost as long as the pharynx; bifurcation at anterior border of aceta-
bulum; ceca narrow, each opening dorsally on one side of the excretory pore 
a short distance anterior to posterior end of body. 
Genital pore slightly to the left at about midpharyngeal level. Testes two, 
subglobular, smooth, large, tandem, intercecal, slightly separated, just posterior 
to midbody. Cirrus a subspherical muscular structure, followed by an ovoid 
prostatic vesicle (Fig. 42). Cirrus sac absent. Prostatic cells free in parenchyma 
near prostatic vesicle and cirrus. Seminal vesicle tubular, free in parenchyma, 
becoming coiled or strongly sinuous posterior to acetabulum, extending dorsal 
to uterus almost halfway to ovary. Ovary smooth, ovoid, immediately anterior 
to anterior testis; seminal receptacle lacking; yolk reservoir to left of ovary; 
uterus preovarian, entering cirrus close to genital pore (Fig. 42). Metraterm 
somewhat longer than prostatic vesicle. Vitelline glands of large follicles 
extending in sides of body from posterior edge of acetabulum to posterior 
end of body, usually but not always interrupted opposite testes, not con-
fluent between gonads, largely filling the body posterior to testes. Eggs 50 
to 53 by 30 to 32 µ.. Excretory pore subterminal, dorsal; extent of excretory 
vesicle not determined. 
Generic Diagnosis of Neopecoel11s: Opecoelidae with elongated, smooth 
body; acetabulum retractile into the body, without papillae; narrow ceca open 
through two ani which lie dorsally near posterior end. Testes subspherical, 
smooth, tandem; genital pore slightly to left of midline in pharyngeal region; 
cirrus subspherical; prostatic vesicle present; cirrus sac absent; seminal vesicle 
tubular; seminal receptacle absent; vitelline follicles extending posteriorly 
from acetabulum. Parasitic in the intestine of marine fishes. Type species· 
N. scorpaenae. 
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Comparisons: Neopecoelus is like Pseudopecoel11s Von Wicklen, 1946 
except that it possesses two ani. These ani are inconspicuous in preserved 
specimens but were clearly observed in living specimens. A cirrus sac or mem-
brane is lacking in Neopecoelus and present but very weakly developed in 
Pse11dopecoeills. Fimbriatus Von Wicklen, 1946 has two ani but differs in 
possessing an accessory sucker and papillae on the acetabulum-
Neopecoelus scorpaenae Manter, 1947 
Host: Scorpaena plumieri (C). Cvl2Af"• 
Site: intestine. 
Our material is identified as this species 
•ven though the anal openings could not be 
confi rmed by careful examination of living 
specimens or whole mounts. In som~ stained 
specimens, strands were seen extendmg pos-
Leriorly from the end of each cecum. In 
ocher respects, there is close agreement with 
che original description of the species ex-
cept that interruption of the vicellaria at 
the level of each testis occurred in a minor-
ity of our specimens. 
_r,,.,,., /111101,+3 IIAJil C lf8t T ( 1, 6 I/) 
41 
Pseudopecoeltts scorpaenae 19 6 9 
( Manter, 19tj'~ e~9:.i"ee t 19 
Neopecoelus scorpaenae Manter, 194,. 
Host: S corpaena plumieri ( 2 of 4) . 
Site: Posterior intestine and rectum. 
Discussion: Seven wholemounts agree 
fairly well with the description of Neopecoe-
lus scorpaenae. They are 1.3 to 2.0 long by 
0.33 to 0.51 wide, sometimes widest at the 
acetabular level. The forebody is 17 to 21 % 
of body length. The oral sucker is 0.09 
to 0.12 Jong by 0.09 to 0.10 wide and the 
acetabulum is 0.16 to 0.20 by 0.22 to 0.28, 
with sucker ratios of 1: 2.5 to 2.8. Eggs art 
partially collapsed and measure 49 tO 54 
by 30 to 34 microns. The genital pore is 
usually near the anterior level of the pharynx. 
The seminal vesicle passes to the left, right, 
or dorsal to the acetabulum before becom-
ing strongly sinuous posterior to that sucker. 
Vitellaria extend from the middle of the 
acetabulum in one specimen, the posterior 
edge of the acetabulum in others. Temporary 
folds on the acetabulum of one specimen 
appear as but are not true papillae. The 
excretory vesicle extends a short distance 
anterior to the ovary. 
Serial sagittal sections of a specimen did 
not reveal ani. Manter (1947:294) stated 
that they "are inconspicuous in preserved 
specimens but were clearly observed in 
living specimens." Nahhas and Cable ( 1964: 
195) could not observe ani in either living 
or preserved material. Their absence places 
this species in the genus Pseudopecoel11S 
where ir differs from most species in lack-
ing a lobed ovary. It is very similar, if not 
identical, to P. barkeri Hanson, 1950, from 
squirrel fishes. The posttesticular space in 
P. scorpaenae is slightly longer. There is 
apparently much variation in P. barkeri. 
Siddiqi and Cable ( 1960, Figure 93) illus-
trated a specimen with a sucker ratio of 
1: 1.6 and widely-interrupted vitellaria. Nah-
has and Cable ( 1964: 196) have specimens 
that differ from P. tortugae seemingly in 
size of eggs only. Pseudopecoelus scorpaenae 
differs from P. elon!(atus (Yamaguti, 1938) 
Von Wicklen, 1946, in anterior extent of 
vitellaria, shape and site of ovary, and size 
of pharynx; and from P. manteri Sogan-
dares-Bernal and Hutton, 1959, in sucker 
ratio, anterior extent of vitellaria, and, prob-
ably, position of testes. 
Because N. scorpaenae is the type species 
of Neopecoelus Manter, 1947, and I con-
sider it a synonym of P. scorpaenae, Neope-
coeltts becomes a synonym of PseNdopecoe-
lzts Von Wicklen, 1946, and hence unavail-
able, requiring the erection of a new genus 
for N . holocentri Manter, 1947. 
) 
102. Pse11dope,:oe/111 spbyraenae~ '{ c:.. v-n. 
1 
\ ~ ~IO 
(Fig. 116) 
HABITAT: Intestine of Sphyraena barracuda (type host) 
and S. helleri; Hawaii. 
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63723. 
DESCRIPTION (based on ten whole mounts): Body 
subcylindrical, 3.2-5.9 X 0.25-0.56 mm, with very promi-
nent, large, pedunculate acetabulum near anterior 
extremity. Oral sucker ventroterminal, 0.15-0.31 X 0.17-
0.31 mm, followed by short but distinct prepharynx. 
Pharynx barrel-shaped, 0.06-0:16 X 0.065-0.15 mm; eso-
phagus simple, 0.08-0.17 mm long; ceca simple. ending 
blindly at posterior extremity. Acetabulum thin-walled, 
with a deep notch on each lateral margin, 0.35-0.52 mm 
in diameter at its opening, nearly as deep as wide. 
Testes oval, 0.19-0.54 X 0.15-0.31 mm, tandem in 
middle third of body, may be contiguous or separated 
a little by intervening vitellaria. Seminal vesicle tubular, 
swollen proximally (50-110 µ wide) at about anterior end 
of vitellaria, narrowed and convoluted at base of aceta-
bular peduncle, straightened out further anteriorly 
Gm.is pouch absent entirely. Pars prostatica cylindrical, 
narrower than distal end of vas deferens, with villoua 
lining, about 65 µ long by 11.5 µ wide in the type, sur-
rounded by prostate cells; cirrus simple, about 45 µ 
long in the type. Common genital pore ventral to pharynx 
or anterior part of esophagus. 
Ovary ovoid, 0.08-0.22 mm in diameter, immediately 
in front of anterior testis or may be separated from it 
by vitellaria. Seminal receptacle absent. Laurer's canal 
containing yolk granules, running transversely immedi-
ately in front of ovary, winding distally, opening antero-
lateral to ovary. Uterus winding from side to side in 
intercecal field, but straightened out further anteriorly 
and running alongside male terminalia, where it ia 
differentiated into the metraterm. Eggs oval, ~6-56 
X 28-40 µ in life. Vitellaria circumcecal, commehciJI& 
immediately behind base of acetabular stalk, intrudina 
mesad between ovary and anterior testis and allo 
between two testes, without meeting in median line, and 
terminating at posterior extremity. Excretory vesicle 
tubular, reaching to dorsal side of ovary, where a pair of 
lateral collecting vessels are given off; excretory pore 
opening at tip of terminal projection of body. 
DISCUSSION: This species very closely resemblea 
Pseudopecoelus priacanthi (MacCallum, 1921) Manter, 
194 7 ("Pseudopecoelodes priacanthi" in Fig. 40, p. 398), 
from Priacanthus of Florida, especially in the character 
of the acetabulum, but differs distinctly in eg size. 
Manter gives the size as about 53 µ by 17 µ, but in the 
present species it is 46-56 µ by 28-40 µ, so that tho 
eggs are definitely wider than they are in the Atlantic 
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~'Ill £.rmbephµllus fimbriai,is Linton, in press % )')( ~ \C:C.:J '/ 
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Position-Intestine. 
Frequency-I specimen in 1 of 5 hosts examined. 
Depth-200 fathoms. 
DESCRIPTION 
Body flattened, elongate, tapering anteriorly, more or less rounded 
post~riorly; length 2.935 mm.; width 0.672 mm., unspined. Oral sucker 
termmal, 0.156 mm. in diameter; ventral sucker slightly extended trans-
versely, with transverse aperture, 0.252 mm. in diameter; encircled by a 
fold of the body wall, probably protrusible. Forebody 0.520 mm. Short 
prepharynx; large elongate pharynx; esophagus about same length as 
pharynx or a little longer; intestinal bifurcation shortly in front of ventral 
sucker; ceca extending to near the posterior end, without ani. Genital pore 
s~mewhat to the left, approximately at midesophagus level; short, sucker-
h~e cirrus and short prostate vesicle; no prostate gland; cirrus sac not 
evident; coiled, tubular seminal vesicle extending not quite halfway froi:n 
ventral sucker to ovary. Testes large, slightly indented, median, immedi-
ately posterior to midbody, close together; posttcsticular space about.._ 1/3 
body length (1.035 mm.). Ovary smooth, globular, immediately anterior 
to testes; vitelline glands chiefly lateral, but largely filling posttesticular 
area, not reaching ventral sucker anteriorly confluent around ends of ceca. 
Eggs almost colorless, thin-shelled, 57 to 66 by 39 to 44 µ. 
DISCUSSION /~P. 
Linton places in this species Dist. vitellosum of Linton, 1 , 388,390; 
figs. 176-178. The present specimen is referred to this spec es in spite 
of the fact that definite papillre could not be discerned on the raised border 
of the i"entral sucker. Linton has already mentioned that their appear-
ance varies !?j_reatly from time to time and it is possible that more material 
would show their presence in the present form. Such papillre are rather 
clearly absent in C. vulgaris, but possibly present here. The trematode is 
identified as C. fi.mbriatus for the following reasons: similar shape of the 
body, especially the rounded posterior end; similar shape of the testes and 
ovary; the anterior extent of the vitellaria is approximatly the same and 
differs from that of other species; similar egg size; similar esophagus length. 
Definite sucker measurcm;n s are not at present available for C. fi.mbr·iatus, 
but Linton's figure 176 (1 shows sizes very much like those found in the 
present form. If# 
Linton reports C. fimbriatus from M enticirrhus saxatilis at Woods Hole, 
Massachusetts, and from Bairdiella chrysurus and Scirenops ocellatus at 
Beaufort, North Carolina. 
Another single, similar trematode from Peristedion longispathum could 
not be certainly identified as belonging to this species. It agreed in many 
respects, but the te~tes \\'ere separated by Yitellaria and the ceca seemed to 
open to the outside. 
Pseudopecoelus fortugae Von Wicklen, 1946 (FIGURE 94) 
Synonym: 
Cymbephallus fimbriatus Linton of Manter, 1934. 
Host: * Apogon maculatus. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: Punta Arenas, P.R. 
Deposited specimen: No. 39368. 
The present material is in close agreement with Manter's (1934) descrip-
tion of P. tortugae except in body size and sucker ratio. 
~n.J J ,;<.'.lo/ ~ yi.cl, lhtl 4• r 19 0 0 
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PSEUDOPECOELUB UMBRINAE, new opecluMantar & 
Van Cleave 
PLATE 12, FIGURES 8, 9 1951' 
Description.-This species has the generic characters of Pseu-
dopecoelus, namely: smooth body; acetabulum without papillae; 
no accessory sucker; ceca ending blindly; :qo cirrus sac; short 
cirrus; and tubular seminal vesicle. Length 1.037 to 2.420 mm.; 
greatest width (near posterior end or at acetabular region) 0.460 
to 0.873 mm. Body tapering from acetabular level to anterior end, 
broadly rounded posteriorly. Forebody 0.292 to 0.584 mm. in 
length or approximately one-fourth body length; a little greater 
or a little less than posttesticular space. Oral sucker 0.124 to 0.190 
mm. in transverse diameter; acetabulum 0.219 to 0.365 mm. in 
transverse diameter, slightly wider than long, with transverse 
aperture. Sucker ratio 1 :1.65 to 2. Acetabulum usually slightly 
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less than twice the diameter of oral sucker. Prepharynx short; 
pharynx 0.061 to 0.095 mm. in length by 0.075 to 0.124 mm. in 
width; length of esophagus one to two times length of pharynx; 
intestinal bifurcation a short distance anterior to acetabulum; 
ceca ending blindly a short distance anterior to posterior end of 
body. 
Genital pore (gp, pl. 12, figs. 8, 9) muscular, slightly to left of 
midline at midpharyngeal level. Testes (t, pl. 12, fig. 8) large, 
tandem or slightly diagonal, close together, smooth or slightly 
irregular in outline. Posterior testis usually with a slightly in-
dented outline. Cirrus ( cir, fig. 9) very short; prostatic vesicle 
(pv) small and ovoid; seminal vesicle (sv) sinuous, somewhat 
more swollen posteriorly, extending dorsal to acetabulum to mid-
acetabular level or to near posterior edge of acetabulum; cirrus 
sac lacking. Ovary 3- or 4-lobed (ov, fig. 8), partly to the right 
and partly anterior to anterior testis. Uterus beginning to left of 
ovary, mostly preovarian. Seminal receptacle and metraterm lack-
ing. Vitelline follicles (v, fig. 8) large, extending from posterior 
end of esophagus to posterior end of body; lateral, dorsal, and 
ventral to ceca; anterior to acetabulum they are lateral and dorsal 
but only scantily dorsal to ceca; confluent posterior to testes; al-
most confluent anterior to acetabulum. Eggs 61 to 71µ. (rarely to 
80µ.) by 27 to 49µ.; collapsed eggs 61 to 68µ. by 27 to 32µ.; un-
collapsed eggs near ovary and probably more nearly representing 
the size of living eggs, 68 to 71µ. by 42 to 49µ.. Excretory vesicle 
extending forward almost to ovary. 
H ost.-Umbrina roncador Jordan and Gilbert, yellowfin croaker. 
Location.-Intestine. 
Types.-Holotype and paratype, U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37146. 
Discussion.-P. umbrinae differs from all species in the genus, 
except P. gibbonsiae, in that the vitellaria extend anterior to the 
acetabulum. It is the only species in which the seminal vesicle does 
not extend posterior to the acetabulum. The acetabulum is rela-
tively larger than in P. japonicus, P. elongatus, or P. tortugae, 
and relatively smaller than in P. vulgaris. It differs from P. gib-
bonsiae in its lobed ovary, smaller pharynx, more flattened body, 
and much smaller eggs. 
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0pecoel1dae 
Pseudopecoelu,8 11ifellozonatus SJ!. n. 
(Figs. ll-12) l'r 1 tchard, 19615 
Hosts: Naso unicornis (FoRSKAL), kala, unicorn fish (Acanthuridae), type host; 
32 specimens from 2 of 23 hosts. 
Holocentrus xantherythnts J. and E. (Holocentridae); 19 specimens from 6 of 45 
hosts. 
Location: Intestine. 
Holotype: No. 60351 
D escri ption(based on 20 specimens): Body 1.575 to 2.868 mm long by 0.fi03 to 
1.005 mm wide, lateral edges often crenatc; oral sucker round, 134 to 197 widr; 
acetabulum one-fourth to one-third body length from anterior end, rounded, 147 to 
228 wide; sucker ratio 1: 1.0 to 1.25. Prepharrnx up to 67 long but often appearing 
absent, usually extending dorsally; pharynx rounded, 87 to 147 in diameter; esopha-
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gus 60 to 168long; ceca extending to near posterior end of body, tips curvinp; medianly, 
ending blindly. 
Testes deeply and many lobed, more or less tandem although centers of rrspectivc 
masses slightly oblique, usually contiguous, near middle of hindbody; vasa rffcrentiit 
enter base of seminal vesicle without forming vas defercns; seminal vesicle tubular, 
coiled, ending dorsal to posterior half of acetabulum or slightly more postrriorly; 
pars prostatica (Fig. 12) variable, 72 to 140 long ; ejaculatory duct short; cirrus sac 
absent. Genital pore muscular, ventral, to left of pha.r~·nx or anterior encl of esophagus. 
Ovary basically three-lobed but secondary lobing frequent, pretesticular, median 
or slightly dextral, usually contiguous with anterior testis; seminal receptacle absent, 
but varying quantities of sperm cells present in proximal coils of uterus; Laurcr's 
canal winding posteriorly from ovary, pore to left of median line and dorsal to an-
terior testis; Mehlis' gland preovarian; uterus preova.rian, coiled; metraterm short; 
eggs yellow, somewhat collapsed, 58 to 77 by 32 to 48; colorless eggs near ovary more 
rounded, 56 to 74 by 42 to 64. Vitelline follicles dorsal, lateral, and ventral to ceca; 
confluent dorsal to cecal bifurcation and posterior to testes; anteriormost folliclrs 
near level of genital pore. 
Excretory pore terminal or slightly dorsal; stem short, sometimes appearing 
glandular; vesicle tubular, extending forward to level of ovary. 
The name vitellozonatus is from vitellus, yolk, and zona, belt, and rders to the 
band of vitellaria dorsal to the cecal bifurcation. 
Discussion: Pseudopecoelus umbrinae MANTER and VAN CLEAYE, 1951, and 
P. brevivesiculatus HANSON, 1955, are the only other species of this genus with a 
lobed ovary and vitellaria extending anterior to the acetabulurn. The closely related 
P. umbrinae from La Jolla, California, has vitellaria almost confluent anterior to the 
acetabulum, seminal vesicle ending dorsal to the acetabulum, and lacks a cirrus sac, 
but differs in having a larger sucker ratio, less lobed testes and ovary, and position of 
the ovary. P. brevivesiculatus, also from Hawaii, differs in the presence of a cirrus sac, 
nonconfluent vitellaria in the forebody, less coiled seminal vesicle, and slightly 
smaller eggs. 
103. P•udopecoelus r,iteUosonatus Pritchard, 1966 
(Fig. 117) 
HABlT AT: Small intestine of Holocentrus lacteoguttahU, 
H. spinifer, H. scythrops, and H. xantherythrus (first 
three hosts are new); Hawaii. 
DESCRIPTION (based on 26 whole mounts): Body 
elongate, crenated laterally in hindbody, 1.3-3. l X 0.4-
1.l mm. Oral sucker ventrotenninal, 0.08-0.19 X 0.11-
0.22 mm;prepharynx distinct;pharynx strongly muacular, 
60-110 X 80-150 µ; esophagus 0.08-0.3 mm Iona. Al:A>-
tabulum comparatively small, not pedunculate, 0.1-0.22 
mm in diameter, situated at posterior part of anterior 
third of body or a little more posteriorly. 
Testes deeply lobed, 0.1-0.43 X 0.15-0.6 mm, directly 
tandem about middle of hindbody. Vasa efferentia 
uniting together at posterior end of seminal vesicle; 
seminal vesicle tubular, winding, ending dorsal to •~ 
tabulum. Pars prostatica fusiform to cylindrical, well 
provided with longitudinal and circular muscles, 30-37 µ 
wide, followed by short ejaculatory duct. No distinct 
cimls pouch. Genital pore to left of anterior end of 
eaophagus, 0. I 8-0.4 mm from head end. 
Ovary 3- to 5-lobed, 0.09-0.25 X 0.11-0.4 mm, im-
mediately pretesticular, median or slightly dextral. 
Seminal receptacle absent. Laurer's canal running ob-
\.._,,.. liquely backward and opening dorsal to anterior testis to 
left of median line. Shell gland and vitelline reservoir 
preovarian. Uterus winding from side to side in intercecal 
field between shell gland and acetabulum. Metraterm 
well differentiated, inflated in one specimen to an 
elliptical bulb before opening into common genital pore; 
eggs 60-82 X 37-56 µ in life. Vitelline follicles circumcecal, 
extending as far as revel of esophagus, may or may not 
be confluent dorsal to intestinal bifurcation. Excretory 
vesicle tubular, reaching to anterior end of ovary, with 
dorsosubterminal aperture. 
DISCUSSION: Our specimens agree completely with 





lfltlcolylt 11"'1 ••"· Caba. lle'CO J I q 1-,L 
U'1'_PO alafgado, con--tU· 
q""'itta de eapinu: ventoaa 
dteiliinal: acettbulo mas grande 
I'll veB1!Qlll oral, no pedunculado, si• 
de pu'is de la bi!urcaci6n inteati-
• en el lire.a intercecal; faringe grande; 
nd del esofago, aproximadamente 
ftce& la de la faringe; hifun:ac:i6n 
tinal por delante del acetabulo; 
s iJuestinales tubulosos, angostos y 
dtendiendose basta el nivel del testlculo 
terior. Poro reproductor siniestro, a 
mitad de la distancia entre el extremo 
terior del es6fago y el horde lateral 
uierdo del cuerpo; holsa del cirro 
ovoidea, pequeiia, situada entre el bord,: 
anterior del acetabulo y el poro repro-
ductor; veskula seminal ocupando la 
mitad posterior de la bolsa del cirro, 
circunvoluta; presencia de pr6stata y ci-
no;, testfculos en el area intercecal por 
de,ras del ecuador del cuerpo, obli-
damente uno detras del otro, ovoi• 
deos o piramidales y lisos. Ovario 
pretesticular, ecuatorial, intercecal, so-
hre el lado derecho de la lfnea sagital 
del cuerpo, ovoideo o cordifonne; ooti-
po y glandula de Mehlis preovaricos, en 
el area media intercecal; existe un pc-
queiio receptaculo seminal preov:irico y 
mediano; utero en la zona intercecal, 
entre ovario y testiculo anterior y horde 
posterior del acetabulo; un corto metra-
termo paralelo a la bolsa del cirro; hue-
vecillos grandes y escasos, operculados. 
Glandulas vitel6genas con multiples fo-
Uculos que se extienden desde el nivel 
de la faringe hasta por cletr:is del tes-
tfculo posterior, en las areas extrac:eca-
les, cecales e intercecales; presencia de 
un pequeiio rec:eptaculo vitelino; \'esfcu-
la excretora en forma de "l" que se ex-
tiende desde el poro excretor, el cual es 
terminal, basta el nivel del ovario y del 
, reatfculo anterior 
Especie tipo: Pvr111fopfldocotyle bravoae 
gen. nov. sp. "'" 
Habitat: En fumu de metacercaria pro-
genetica en el hepatopancreas de Crus-
tacea de agua duke. 
Discusion. Se considera que este gene-
ro es nuevo dentro de la subfamilia Pla-
gioporinae Manter, 1947 atendiendo a 
los siguientes caracteres: 19, fonna y po-
sition del poro reproductor y de la bolsa 
del cirro; 29, posici6n del utero; , ex-






Opecoelidae, Opecoelinae. Body linguiform, with squamae except for posterior 
part. Oral sucker subterminal, large, cup-shaped; prepharynx short; pharynx well-
developed: esophagus short; caeca united posteriorly. Acetabulum small, at anterior 
end of middle third of body. Testes irregularly lobed, directly tandem in anterior part 
of posterior third of body. Seminal vesicle tubular, winding posteriorly, reaching 
near equator of body. No cirrus pouch. Pars prostatica rudimentary, ejaculatory 
duct slender. Genital pore submedian. between caecal bifurcation and acetabulum. 
Ovary lobate. submedian, pretesticular. No seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal and 
receptaculum seminis uterinum present. Vitellaria co-extensive with caecum. Uterus 
winding transversely. intercaecal. between ovary and acetabulum . Excretory vesicle 
tubular. reaching near caecal bifurcation. Intestinal parasites of marine teleosts. 
Type-species· Pseudozak ia hatampo n. sp. 
Pseudozakia hatampo R. g., R $p. /IIAC/IJ'/)/1, 19r7-
(Figs. 7-9) 
Host. Pcmpheris xanthoptera TOMINAGA. 
Habitat. Small intestine. 
locality. Tanegashima Island, Kagoshima Prefecture, southern Japan. 
Date. 12-Xl-1974. 
Specimen No. NSMT-Pl-1695. 
Description. Body Iinguiform, I. 70-2.56 mm long and 0.60-0. 75 mm wide. 
Cuticle with squamae except for posterior part of body. Oral sucker subterminal. 
very large, cup-shaped, 0.310-0.434 v 0.306-0.459 mm; pre pharynx short. 0.054-
0.072 mm long; pharynx oval. 0.102-0.138 x 0.092-0. l 12 mm: esophagus 0.115-
0.187 mm long, bifurcating about midway between two suckers; caeca united posteri-
orly at about middle of posttesticular field. Acetabulum small, rounded, 0.112-
0.153 , 0.138-0.179 mm, at anterior end of middle third of body. Sucker ratio J: 0.35-
0.45. Testes irregularly lobed, transversely elongated, sometimes with incisions, 
directly tandem in anterior part of posterior third of body; anterior testis 0. 138-0.230 
0.245-0.357 mm. posterior testis 0.128-0.265 x 0.245-0.367 mm. Each vas efferens 
united at some distance anterior to ovary to form vas deferens. Seminal vesicle Jong 
tubular. winding posteriorly. reaching near equator of body. Pars prostatica short. 
rudimentary, 0.025-0.030 mm long; ejaculatory duct slender. 0.030-0.I0 mm Jong. 
Genital pore left to midline, between caecal bifurcation and acetabulum. Ovary lobate, 
0.112-0.255 0.189-0.255 mm. antero-dextral to anterior testis. Oviduct arising from 
central part of ovary, giving off Laurer's canal and united with duct of vitelline reser-
voir to lead into receptaculum seminis uterinum. Laurer's canal opening dorsally 
in antero-sinistral to anterior testis. Vitelline follicles surrounding caeca mainly on 
ventral and lateral side. Vitelline reservoir conical, postero-sinistral to ovary. Uterus 
winding transversely, intercaecal. between lateral side of ovary and acetabulum; met-
raterm running left to acetabulum. Uterine eggs oval, thin-shelled, embryonated, 
0.042-0.049 · 0.025-0.031 mm. Excretory vesicle tubular, extending to near caecal 
bifurcation; pore dorsal, close to posterior extremity of body. 
This species is divided into two types owing to the position of the ovarian complex 
and the terminal genitalia. In one type, as described above, the ovary lies right to the 
midline and the genital pore left to the midline. whereas in the other type, they are 
situated bisymmetrically against those of the former type. The two types appear at 
the rate of half-and-half. 
Discussion. This genus resembles Ozakia in the caecum united posteriorly, but 
differs from it in having no cirrus pouch, in the genital pore lying at submedian between 
caecal bifurcation and acetabulum, and the excretory vesicle reaching near the caecal 
bifurcation. In O::akia, the cirrus pouch is rudimentary but encloses more or less 
weakly developed pars prostatica and short ejaculatory duct, the genital pore lies 
submedian at the level of esophagus, and the excretory vesicle extends to the shell gland. 
In respect of the male terminal genitalia, this genus resembles Pseudopecoelus. which 
7- 9. Pseudozakia hatampo n. g., n. sp. - - 7. Entire worm, ventral view. - - 8. Termi-
nal genitalia. ventral view. - 9. Ovarian complex, ventral view. A, acetabulum: DE, 
ductus ejaculatorius: E, egg; GP, genital pore; L, Laurer's canal; M, metraterm; 0, ovary; 
P. pars prostatica. RSU. receptaculum seminis uterinum; VD, vitelline duct; YR, vi tel line 
eservoir; VS. vcsicula seminalis. 






Cbalterji, 1958 (n1111 W 
·•• Thia 1p11ele1 d• 
pecoelida1 Oaaka, 1915. 
Opecoelidae 
podp• belon1in1 co • aew 11aa1 . 
pwa of 1bi1 111bfamu, 1ac:ep1 
Jl\lil:alliill'., Vaa ci...,. and \C11e1Jer, 1952 la 
II, ll••ver, di8'er1 from E•JffMila• • •d Cb1 eadnly prucccab11lar cirrm ..._ 
,. .,..-..,ical ar dia11onal and cbe cirrua lac 
be ..,. are llalf loa1 DcM m1adia1 bllaiad 
1b01Nr ureadin1 from ln81 of ,bar,u lo 
••1t1•-il1a1 a. I• die caeca reacla co cbe poac«ior ,.,..,, 
om aaNdor le"91 of pllaryas co ciao biad ad ol 
,. 1pnaij ia &be po1Uacic11lar nsioa. 
: .......... lod1 elon1a.._ CJli11drical. aupiaala-. 
lif"-io oral ,11.,, 111bequcariaL Pbary11• co11d11aou 
JIIIIPb&rJD& abaent; aaoplaape 1bon; .caeca--• 
• g 'w --•it,. T•• 1&11dem, po11eq11acoraal. Cirm1 
fl!lli.-.bular, almo■c media11, conta1111i111 larp ••lcula 
6'11oped pan proacacica and Ions prou111iia. 1111armed 
,... adla11t imaediatelJ behind i111e1tinal bifurca&ioa. 
, .,..I, ialllllcliacely poaacetabulu. lleeepcacula• 
llhll.UI' 1la11d l•rs~, median im1111di&111, p1111o~ria11,, 
........ of a ,..., coi11 becwee11 a111erior Celli■ aad ac11abu. 
• ...... VINIJaria af 1111all (ollicl• from &Dterior levwl ol pbal"flls co 
--• lliln.caecal aad i11tercaccal, 1preadi111 ••iau, la ,_. 
....._ Puuldc ia· ■mall i11t•dne er brackiab water ..._ .... ,. 
. : S. dilW (Ollanwj1, 195', lfD• ftlilo,,_,_ ,MU.; Cbatterjl, 115' 
1'lae llftal la named after J. Sta&'ord for hie ma1ribadou co tile 
fll ADacnadioid• of Canadian iala•. 
LI 
could not be seen 
he vitelline follicles. 
sucker, lying near the 
cgion. Anterior testis spherical, 
:itn. behind the accta-
an long, almost contiguous 
mm. y • - • 4 mm., lying 0.28-0.77 
irrus sac well developed, preacetabular, 
ula seminalis interna completely fills tho 
due qjaculatorius were not seen proper-
mm Iona, was seen protruding from the 
tudinf!llY ovoid, pretesticular, markedly towards 
Ul"Cdian line, 0.096-0.196mm. by 0.084-0.108 mm. Mehlis' 
bi6ger than ovary, in the same zone.in the median line. 
mall, seen immediately behind the ovary. Uterus very 
tmg, of a few coils restricted between the anterior testu 
l:ld ..... r_, .. ..,,..1.illun. Eggs large, operculatc, yellowish brown, 0.14-
0.li~"bl! 0.07.b-O 098mm. The ~ommon genital opening is median and 
liulmmtdiiltety behind the intestinal bifurcation. Vitellaria consist 
of sm!lfl folliclos Jecurring over the caecal, extracaecal and intercaccal 
regioa, They eittend fr m the anterior level of the pharynx to the hind 
end of the body o or which they spread in the post-testicular region. 
Ducussion :-The new species was collected from a fish at the 
Chilk;J lake so the name of the species has been given Psllostomum 
chilk.a1 n. sp. The new species resembles the type species P: platyurum 
(Miihling, 1896) Looss, 1899 in having a similar topo11raphy of organs, 
almost sub-equal suckers, in the coalescence of the vitelline follicles be-
hind tbe gonads, and m having a long cirrus sac with a long protruding 
cirrus; but it can be differentiated by the different shape and size of 
the body a shorter usophagu , and the diff'erent anterior extension of 
the vitellrne follicles (Vitcllaria in the new species start from the pharyn-
eal region whereas in the type pecies they start from behind the v~tral 
ucker) · us sac. · 


Sle,inp,·,a Afantl"r, 1933 
Generic diagD9sis. - Allocn•,uliida1•, Allucrt>adiinat": Body somewhat 
elongate. Oral suckt•r small. din·l'lly followl"d by ornid pharynx. E,;opha-
gas rather short; eeca narrow, tt-rminatmg at postt>rior extrl"mity. Aceta-
bulum near anterior t>Xlrt·mity. T,·,tt'i; tandl"m, postN1uatorial, sJi,:htJy 
lobed. Cirrus pouch ,lt-mlt·r. rnn·,·d. \'l'rv J .. :,,r, rl'aching far back of 
acetabulum, enclosing tul,ul,1r ..,.m,11.tl \hr, I,·. win,ling l"jaculatory duct 
surrounded by pro:,tah' cdls. and , ,rr,i-. f ••'lllt,11 pore ml"llian or sub-
median, antl"rior to in!t'stin.tl hifurl'.1111111, 1w,1r hdSt' of pharynx. CA·ary 
lobed, just in front 11! ,1Jll<•n11r ,.,~, "- J<,.,·,·pt,u-ulum lil"minis antmor to 
ovary. Laurer's canal' \'rtdl.ma 1.itnal. rnnfint"d to hindhodr. l,;terw; in 
diagonal spiral, IH•t w,•,·111,\',1ry .ind a, 1·t,1hulum; m,•traterm differentiated; 
eggs with 1111i1••l.1r frl.1rn1·111. E.wn·t11ry ,.,.,i, It> ,·xtl'ndmg to level of 
ovary; port" dors11tc•rp11nal. lntt·,1111.11 para~,tc·~ of marine f1)hes. 
Genotype: S. equ,l~f'' ~lantt-r, )!13:I (Pl. :is. hg. -&M), in Holocn,J,.., 
ascmsionis; Florida. 
Results 
THE STAll·s OF Stenopaa Manter, 1933 
Stenopera was ere.:ted to accommodate S. 
equilara. The distinguishing characteristics stated 
were the short forebody and a cirrus sac which 
extends far po~tcrior to the acetabulum. The 
second spedcs, S. pteroisi, was described by 
Gupta (1956). Siddiqi and Cable (1960) were of 
the opinion that the characteri~tics of Stenopera 
were of a specific nature and reduced it to 
synonymy with Helicometra, making the neces-
sary recombination in the case of S. equilata but 
11 ot mentioning S. pleroisi. In 1964, Fischthal 
and Kuntz, either unaware of the work of 
Siddiqi and Cable or not in agreement with it, 
described S. rec1isaccus. In a later work, Fisch-
thal and Kuntz (1965) concurred with the 
opinions of Siddiqi and Cable and transferred 
S ptcroi.,i :ind S. rccu's11cc11s to Hel,cometra. 
II owever, Pritchard ( I %6) re,urn.:ctcd S!e11opera 
bcli~1111u that the ucnu, was. at least, convc01ent 
for s..:pa;ating thcs'e ~pecies frnm .ill other specie~ 
nf Heli,"0111erra. In addition to those species 
which had been originally referred to Stenopera, 
Pritchard transferred H. h01e!i Nagaty, 1956 and 
H. nasae Nagaty and Abdel Aal. 1962 tL1 it. 
Yamaguti (1970) expressed doubt about the 
validity L1f S1e1wpaa and preferred to retain the 
original taxon. H. boseli, but in 1971 he reco-'-
. d e 
mze S. eq11ila1a, S. pteroisi. and S. bose/1. 
Hafeezullah (1971) was of the opini,)11 that 
Stenopera is in1·alid and upheld the S)nt1n)m1 
by Siddiqi and Cable (1960). . 
While recognition of Sre11opera may be con-
venient, the present study indicates that forebocl\ 
length is quite variable and that several spc..:ie·s 
normally rt'farcd to Helicometra are lll1\\' rc•-
ported to possess a cirrus sac which extends 
slightly posterinr to the acetabulum in some 
specimens. Therefore, \1-e concur with Siddiqi 
and Cable ( 1960) and Hafeezullah ( I 971) and 




The Genus STENOPERA 
from Pritchard,1966 
Discussion: MANTER(19.33) named thr gmus 8/nwprra for an HP/i1·ometra-lih 
species with a short forrbody and cirrus sac ('Xt(•nding post('rior to the aet•tabulum. 
SIDDIQI and CABLE (l9UO) considered thrsr diffrrrnrrs only specific and synonymizPd 
8tenopera with Helicomelra On11NER, 1902, a s~·non)'lll)' with whiC'h F1sc11THAI, and 
KUNTZ (19!l5) concur. Thrrc arr, howrvrr, fin clongatl' spC>ciC>s which ag1w in having 
a short forrbod)· and long cirrus sar. Tlw grnus 8/enopna is convPnirnt for spparating 
them from all othrr species of Helit-0111etm. Thr fivl' sprcirs an•: 8if'll0Jl('r11 N}lti/air, 
MANTER, 1933, t~·pe sprcies (raribbran); S. pleroi.si N. K. (iur'f.\, I Hi>fi (J ndia J: 
S. boseli (NAGATY, 1956) 11. comb. (syn. He/ir-01111,/ra bos1,/i NA(L\TY) ( RNI Sra anrl 
Hawaii): S. nasae (NAr.ATY and ABDEL AAL, Hlfi2) 11. comb. (syn. Helin11111'/ra 1w.,11,, 
NAGATY and ABDEL AAL), (Red Sra); and 8. rr'l'li.s1u·1·11s Frncwru.\L and Kt•xTZ, Hlli~ 
(Philippines). These spC>eirs arr much alikl' bnt 1rn1~· be srparatl>cl by tlw followin!{ 
key: 
1 (2) VitC>llaria extending into acetabular zone . . 
2 (1) Vitellaria not extending into acctabnlar zone 
3 ( 4) Ovary 4-lobC'd, immC'diately pretestieular . . 
4 (3) Ovary 7-lobed, considerably antrrior to tC'stC'~ 
5 (6) Cirrus sac extending halfway b!'tll'l'f'll acl'tabulnm and ovar~· 
6 (5) Cirrus sacextendingrelativf'I? shortdistanc-r postrrior to arPtah-
ulum ......................... . 
7 (8) Cmus sac cun·ing iatrrally around al'i'talrnlt1111, ~111:kPi' i'atio 
l:l.ltol.17 ................... . 






Stenopera rel'li.~acc11s is probably a s~·11011ym of 8. 1111saP. Th<' dit'frrr11l'('~ lw-
twcen them are likf'I)· to be individual niriations. 
Stenopera bosPli was origin all~· reported from H u/o1·e11/r11.~ sa 11111111/'II ( FoHsK \I, ) 
from the Red Sea. The same host spceies occurs in Hawaii, but was not among th" 
fish examined for parnsites. Two parat~·pes of 1-I. hosP/i arC' pn•srnt in tlw H. W. 
Manter Collection. The Hawaiian specimrns agree in all respects exePpt that till' 
cirrus sac is more slrnder, the seminal Yrsicle is somewhat morC> tubular and c·oilPcl, 
and the suckers are somf'what larger althongh the snrkrr ratio is thr samr. 




DIAGNOSIS OF GENUS STENOPERA 
Allocreadiinm of somewhat elongate body form; ventral sucker rather far 
forward; esophagus of moderate length; ceca naITow, extending to posterior 
end; genital pore median or submedian, anterior to intestinal bifurcation, 
near base of pharynx; cirrus sac slender, curved, very long, extending 
posteriorly behind ventral sucker; testes tandem, median, slightly lobed; 
vitellaria lateral, confluent behind testes, not extending anteriorly to ventral 
sucker; yolk reservoir and seminal receptacle anterior to the ovary; uterus 
in diagonal spirals between ovary and ventral sucker; metraterm present, 
shorter than cirrus sac; eggs with unipolar filaments; excretory vesicle 
extending to level of ovary. Intestinal parasites of marine fishes. Type 
species: Stenopera equilata. 
This genus, with its filamented eggs, is most closely related to Heli-
cometra. It differs from all species of H elicometra, however, in the shape 
and great length of the cirrus sac; in its elongate body with sides nearly 
parallel; and in the far anterior position of the ventral sucker. It was at 
first planned to include the trematode in the genus Helicometra, but the 
strikingly different relationship of the ventral sucker to the cirrus sac is 
considered to be a generic character. This morphological change is brought 
about not only by the more forward position of the ventral sucker but also 
by a more posterior extension of the ciITus sac which, in some specimens, 
extends almost to the ovary. 
- - - • ._d .. :;.. ...... ·• -- - - - - -
Family: .\ll,11·n·ad1id.11 · . ·,.,,,,,I,. 1i11,:1. 
c ,11111s . • ·,,, "/ '' ,.1 \1111111 ·1 l!r::c 
The- gt•nuH Rt111,,1,11 11 ,1,1 ,.,.,,,•111/ 1,y .\1,1111<-r t1!1;; ;; ,.,, 
1101,,ra ,.,,11ilula fl'co,c•n•d Jr .. ,11 tllf' i1111•,-ti111• of a 11111r11 ,. , ,, 1 
' '" ( ,., ,,. 
Hol«,11(, Ill/ 
a,cauiot11, at Tortugu, Florida, U.S.A. S. equilata Manter, 1111, it 
:ODly apeciel 10 far known to the genus. In having unipolar filamai 
ege, the genua St«noperlJ stands close to the genus Helw:.omdrlJ Odhner 
1902 neo. Tra.vuaoa, 1928. On the basis of the shape and great length 
the ohTUa aao, fa.r forward position of the ventral 8Ucker and the elonp 
body with lidee nearly parallel, Manter in 1933 differentiated th. ge 
SteftOJW'G from Helicometra. The writer has been able to obtain tw 
digenetic trematodee having eggs with unipolar filamenta and Tery mu 
,elongated cirrus aao. Theee lp6Cimena haTe been a88igned to a new ■pee 
under the geDIIB St.enopera. 
Gc,emc tliagnoaia.-Allocreadiidae Stossich, 1903. Body: elonga 
Suck:en: ventral sucker far forward. Gut: pharynx small; 011110pha 
moderat.ely long; oaeca narrow, extending to posterior end of body. 
cretory 1yatem: excretory vesicle extending to level of ovary. Reprod 
tive ay.tem: genital pore median or suhmedian, anterior to in 
bifurcation near the base of pharynx. Cirrus sac slender, cuned, T 
long, ext.ending posteriorly behind ventral sucker. Testea tandem, m 
and ■lightly lobed. Ovary lobed, situated anterior to testes. Vi 
' lateral, confluent behind testes, not extending anterior to inteetinal fi 
yolk reee"oir anterior to ovary; receptaculum eeminis either in front 
doraal to ovary, Metraterm present, shorter than cirrus eao. Egp 
unipolar filamenta. 
Type species: S~nopera eq,tilala Manter, 1933. 
Paraaites of marine fiahea. 
The generic diagnOlis baa been modified in reepect of the poaila ., 
reoeptaculum seminie, which ia doraal in my specimen, and the Ti...._ 
IV. Cenua Sl•I#• Mant•, 1933 
Di.t,-,i,: Pla1ioporinae: BodJ elonrate, amooth. Oral aucker ■mall. 
Acetab 1luru nHr anterior ~uremiry. Prepbuyna: abtent; pbuyn& ovoid; 
0e1nphagu1 1bon or moderattly lo"~ caen narro11r, terminadn1 at poeterior 
ea:tremitJ. Genital pore median Olf 11b'Ue·li ,111, anteri.>r 10 int,.tinal bifur• 
cation or near baae of oharyna:. Te11ea tandem, poet.-quatorial, slightlJ 
lobed. Cirn11 lie alender, cu"od, ""' bn~, reaching far bell1nd aceubu • 
lum, enclotin11in11ou11ab.1lar neicula aecninalia, wind1n1 cjaculuor, duct 
■urrounde t bJ pr'lllate cella and c1rnaL O.ary lobed with IOVC'l lobe■, 
preteaicular. Receptacuham aeminia anterior or dorsal to onrr. Vitellaria 
e1nendin1 from bebind iner:atiaal bifurcation or acetalMllu ru to near potterior 
atremity, conl11en1 bebi11d te1te1. Utew,u in dia(Onal 1piralt between 
onry and acnabul11m; metratnm preeent; egp witb unipolar &lament. 
Escretory ftlidc tub,;lar, estrnding to level ol ova,,; pore donoterminal. 
Paruitic in intatine ol marine label. 
Genotype I S • • ,.,. Manter, l9SS 
_ O.pca (19~) detait.d $. ,-,,;,,. G11Pta, 19'6 from a marine fiah 
Pt.nu nwcli of rbc G11lf CM Manaar (Indian Ocean). 
Fteol"I }J. R. f'/11!.HJt'i (J'f61./ 
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Opec:>elidae 
Host: Holocentrus ascensionie, 
Local1t1esa Tortugas; Bimini 
Flquirrel fish ~ ,,._., 
~ S9i::tt.!M-~ t 'ls-q ) 
v- . (j /t'tJ. tt,,UJ 
Sides of body almost parallel; Length 9.814-1.68 mm/ 
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1.68 mm.; width 0.259 to 0.45 mm., or about one-third to one-fourth the 
body length. The ventral sucker is located far forward and is a little larger 
than the oral sucker. Thus, in a 1.68 mm. specimen, the oral sucker has a 
diameter of 0.14 mm., the ventral sucker (about one-fifth from the anterior 
end) 0.189 mm. A prepharynx is.lacking. There occurs an ovoid pharynx, 
short esophagus, and narrow ceca extending to near the posterior end of the 
body. The genital pore is sub-median, slightly to the left and slightly 
anterior to the intestinal bifurcation, near the base of the pharynx. The 
testes are tandem, lobed, in posterior half of body, close together. The post-
testicular space is about one-fourth body length. The cirrus sac is very 
elongate, narrow, curved more or less into an S-shape, extending around the 
right border of the ventral sucker, bending medianly, then rather sharply 
turning to the right and extending posteriorly about halfway between ventral 
sucker and the ovary. In some contracted specimens the cirrus sac reaches 
almost to the ovary. The posterior third of the cirrus sac (inclined toward 
Table of measurements of five specimens 
Length ............ 1.68 mm. 1.36 mm. 0.873 mm. 0.814 mm. 1.406 mm. 
Width .....•....... 0.42 0.455 0.259 0.286 0.333 
Oral sucker ......... 0.14 0.119 0.093 0.093 0.104 
Ventral sucker ..... , 0.189 0.17 0.112 0.115 0.122 
Anterior end to ant. 
edge ventral sucker 0.245 0.126 0.16 0.193 0.204 
Post-testicular space, 0.4 ····· 0.229 0.127 0.177 
Metraterm ......... 0,37 0.333 
Eggs .............. 45 by 24µ 62-56 by 
25-27µ 
the right) is filled with an elongate, tube-like seminal vesicle. This leads 
into a coiled tube surrounded by prostate cells. The cirrus extends from the 
genital pore to the anterior border of the ventral sucker. The ovary is 
median, lobed, just in front of the anterior testis and immediately posterior 
to mid-body. The yolk reservoir is to the right at the anterior border of 
the ovary. The seminal receptacle is also anterior to the ovary but over-
lapping it dorsally. The vitellaria are composed of medium-sized follicles 
extending in the sides of the body from a level shortly posterior to the 
ventral sucker to the posterior end of the body. They are confluent behind 
the testes. The uterus spirals in diagonal coils (tending to be longitudinal) 
between the ovary and the ventral sucker. The metraterm is almost straight 
and extends a short distance posterior to the ventral sucker. The eggs are 
provided with unipolar filaments and measure 45 to 56 by 24 to 27 µ. 
The excretory pore is dorsal a short distance from the posterior tip. The 
undivided excretory vesicle extends forward to the region of the ovary. 
Belicomelra equilata (Manter, 1933) n. comb. (FIGURE 83) 
Synonym: 
Stenopera equilala Manter, 1933. 
Host: B olocenfrus ascensionis. 
Site: intestine. 
Locality: Mona Island, P. R. 
Deposited specimen: No. 39358. 
T_he genus Ste11opera Manter, 1933, is here reduced to synon · h 
~el~omelra. In our opinion, the elongated cirrus sac and anterio~~s:i~n 
o t e ventral sucker are of no more than specific value. 
3 
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( , I' Stenopera equilata ' n.g., n.ep. 
(Fig. 3) 
1 Steno=narrow, pera=sac, for the slender cirrus sac. equilata, referring to the equally 
broad body. 
Host: Holocentrus ascensionis. 
Incidence: Present in both of two hosts examined. 
Position: Intestine. 
Distribution: Tortugas, Florida. 
The body is elongate, broadly rounded posteriorly but somewhat more 
narrowed anteriorly. The sides of the body are almost parallel from the 
level of the ventral sucker almost to the posterior end. Length 0.814 to 
1.68 mm.; width 0.259 to 0.45 mm., or about one-third to one-fourth the 
body length. The ventral sucker is located far forward and is a little larger 
than the oral sucker. Thus, in a 1.68 mm. specimen, the oral sucker has a 
diameter of 0.14 mm., the ventral sucker (about one-fifth from the anterior 
end) 0.189 mm. A prepharynx is.lacking. There occurs an ovoid pharynx, 
short esophagus, and narrow ceca extending to near the posterior end of the 
body. The genital pore is sub-median, slightly to the left and slightly 
anterior to the intestinal bifurcation, near the base of the pharynx. The 
testes are tandem, lobed, in posterior half of body, close together. The post-
testicular space is about one-fourth body length. The cirrus sac is very 
elongate, narrow, curved more or less into an S-shape, extending around the 
right border of the ventral sucker, bending medianly, then rather sharply 
turning to the right and extending posteriorly about halfway between ventral 
sucker and the ovary. In some contracted specimens the cirrus sac almost 
reaches to the ovary. The posterior third of the cirrus sac (inclined toward 
Table of measurements of five specimens 
Length •........... 1.68 mm, 1.36 mm. 0.873 mm. 0.814 mm. 1.406 mm. Width ............. 0.42 0.455 0.259 0.286 0.333 Oral sucker ......... 0.14 0.119 0.093 0.093 0.104 Ventral sucker ...... 0.189 0.17 0.112 0.115 0.122 Anterior end to ant. 
edge ventral sucker 0.245 0.126 0.15 0.193 0.204 
Post-testicular space. 0.4 ..... 0.229 0.127 0.177 
Metraterm ......... 0.37 0.333 
Eggs ........... . .. 45 by 24µ 52-56 by 
25-27µ 
the right) is filled with an elongate, tube-like seminal vesicle. This leads 
into a coiled tube surrounded by prostate cells. The cirrus extends from the 
genital pore to the anterior border of the ventral sucker. The ovary is 
median, lobed, just in front of the anterior testis and immediately posterior 
to mid-body. The yolk reservoir is to the right at the anterior border of 
the ovary. The seminal receptacle is also anterior to the ovary but over-
lapping it dorsally. The vitellaria are composed of medium-sized follicles 
extending in the sides of the body from a level shortly posterior to the 
ventral sucker to the posterior end of the body. They are con.fluent behind 
the testes. The uterus spirals in diagonal coils (tending to be longitudinal) 
between the ovary and the ventral sucker. The metraterm is almost straight 







Stenopera boseli (Nac;a.ty,l':)56) Pritchard,1')66 
fl elicomrtra hoscli •r.-S!'"· 1')0-</aLu... ; I y 5 ~ 
(Fig. 9) . - f' 
Twenty specimens were obtained from l Jo/ocentrus samara, locally called "floscli," from 
Ghardaga. 
Description: Body elongate, with nearly parallel sides, narrowing anteriorly, 2.7 to 4.09 
long by 0.39 to 0.99 in maximum width. Acetabulum slightly larger than oral sucker, 0.23 to 
0.36 in diameter, situated mostly at anterior quarter o[ body length. Oral sucker 0.193 to 0.22 
in diameter ; pharynx well developed; esophagus of medium length ; ceca end 0.35 from pos-
terior end of body. Testes 2, in posterior half of body, irregularly lobed. usually tandem but 
may he slightly oblique. Cirrus sac 0.51 to 1.02 Jong, extending well posterior to acctabulum, 
containing a winding vcsicula seminalis intcma. Genital atrium median, a little anterior to 
acetabulum. Ovary typically 4-lobecl, median, directly ::interior to anterior testis; seminal re-
ceptacle large, retort-shaped, anterior to ovary. Vitcllaria abundant, lateral, extending from 
anterior edge of acetabulum to posterior end of body. Uterus prcovarian; eggs yellowish, with 
antopercular filament 4-5 times as long as egg proper which measures 0.05 by 0.035. 
Disrnssion: H elicometra basC'li differs from any known species of the genus in 
that the cirrus sac extends well posterior to the acetabulum. 
Stenopera boseli (NAGATY, 1950) 11 _ comb. 
(Figs.17-18) .S'r. He!/~~ M ~ 
recor!·ols9ts: ll_olocenftrus lac/eogullalus Cuv., ala-'ihi (Holocrntridae) nrw hostC<f 
, specimens rom 5 of 12 hosts. ' 
H . .cantherythrus J. and E., new host record; 2 specimrns from 2 of 44 hosts. 
but ;~:~oa;;~,ic:~:~e~~~l~st;;l~i~i~!:11 ~::0~~i;;
1~~!~:I~ (Acanthuridae), new host record 
Location: Intestine. 
Specimen deposited: No. 60355 
b,. Brief ~es~ription of Hawaiian specimens: Body J.300 to -t:~37 mm long 
) 315 to 962 wide; forebody and posttestieular space one-SC'Hnth to one-fifth body 
len~th. Oral sucker 86 to 194in diameter; aertabulnm 128 to 302 in diamrtcr: suC'k~r 
rati~ 1: 1.1 to 1.6, usuall~, about 1: 1.3. Cirrus sac (Fig. 18) muscular sigmoid to 
stnught 400t 117Gb 40 · · · ' , . 0 , . Y to l47, p1oxnnal rnd m1dwa~· betweC'n ovary and acrta-
~ulum; semmal vesicle tubular, coiled, in basal third to half of cirrn~ 8-1~ Euus 30• t 











Helicometra nasue Nagaty and Abdel Aal, 1962 
New synonym: Helicometra rertisuccus 
(Fischthal and Kuntz, 1964) 
Fischthal and Kuntz, 1%5 
Distribution 
Epinephelus fusciutus-Red Sea (Nagaty and 
Abdel Aal 1962). 
Holocentrus vio/aceus-Puerto Princess, Philip-
pines (Fischthal and Kuntl 1964) as Stenopera 
rectisaccus. 
Naso sp.-Red Sea (Nagaty and Abdel Aal 
1962). 
Nagaty and Abdel Aal (1962) stated that the 
acetabulum of H. nasae was located "Nearly in 
anterior third of body length," but in their 
Fig. 2, the acetabulum is in the anterior fifth of 
the body. The latter information wa~ apparently 
used by Pritchard (1966) to indude H. 11c11ae in 
Stenopera. In the original description, the an-
terior extent of the vitellaria and the location of 
the ovary were used to differentiate H. nasae 
from H. bose/i ( = H. equilala). These character-
istics are no longer useful in distinguishing these 
1pecies. The very slightly curved cirrus sac 
atcnding to about one-third of the distance 
between the acetabulum and the ovary of H. 
nasae, as opposed to the strongly curved, sig-
moid or sinuous cirrus sac extending to at least 
half the distance between the acetabulum and 
the ovary of H. equilatu, appear to be the only 
characteristics which separ,1te th.:sc species. 
Since H. rectisaccus was originally assigned to 
Stenopera, this species was never cnmrared critt-
cally with H. nasae (Table 4). Pritchard ( 1966) 
stated that H. rectisaccus was probably a syn-
onym of H. na.we, since they seemed to agree in 
all major characteristics. Type specimens of H. 
nasae could not be obtained but examination of 
the two paratypes of H. rectisacc11s did not reveal 
any specific differences. The straight cirrus sac 
which extends along the median line of H. 
rectisaccus and the very slightly curved cirrus sac 
of H. nasae cannot be regarded as distinguishing 
characteristics, since it has been demonstrated in 
H. p11/che/la anJ in H. equi!ata that consiJcrable 
intraspecific variati0n occurs in the shape nf the 
cirrus sac and its orientation with rcspct:t tP the 
accwbulum. We, therefore, consider fl. rccti-
.rnccus a synonym nr II. name. 
The \ alidit~ ,1f ll. 11u.1t1e mu\t ub,l hL· qu.:s-
tioncJ, since the only fcaturc 11 hich .1ppca1 s tn 
be of some value in di,tin!.!uishini! H. 11t1.W<' from 
H eq111l,11a appears to b,t the rclatiwly ~traight 
,·1rrus sac of JI. nmae a, cllmparcd with the 
strongly curved or sinuous cirrus sac of fl. 
equi/ata; even thi~ rharactenstic seems question-
able since Pritchard ( 1966) reported signwid to 
straight cirrus sacs for her ~pecimens of H. 
bn1·eli ( =H. equilata). Since these specimens 
wcr.: not examined during the course of this 
study. we prefer to retain H. nmae for the 
present time. 
.from Sf:K'E..11..l'IK ,i, AR.Al) lq !7-4 
"""JI"" ,.,., 1,.,.,.,.., _....., 1 Fi){.,; 111111 fl) F,scHrH111. ,..,.,b l<11Mrz, /'N,,/. 
1loloH,df'ff rw>lu ,,, 1Hol111•l'11tr1d111•1. 
T: Rmnll inlt••llnr. 
I..nrAJ,ITI": Pm•rtn l'r111,·,••11. l'nlnw1111 lsl:111<1, l'hilippi111•,. 
I> TE: 20 ~lay I !16:!. 
TtPEII: l'SX~l ll1•h11 t'ull. Xo. :li1-i!lfi fn111• slid,, nf lyfl"·), und Xo. :17!!!17 
,lid,.,. with 0111• p11rotyp1• ,,n,·h ). 
HF.llf'llll'Ttns ( hn,1•11 nn th1·1•1• -111•,·i1111•11•) . Bod~ t•lnnirnt,•, 2,'.!:17 tu :?. IR5 
plu,. (11111,cPst wnrtn with purl nt' pn,ttt•,t,,•nlar body 1111ssing-) hy :!;,II In I. 7, 
tnnnitit>• r11u111l; pn•ornl lnlw I 111 11111•) 11, fon•hotly :160 to ·l::!O, hindhody 
So 2,100, p11stt,•,ti,·ul11r "I'll•·~ ( in twn°J :11-ilt to ,t:Jtl. Or11l ,u,.ker round, 
la:? 15i hy 1-1~ to I.Yi, suh!l'rmilllll v••ntrul. .\ ,-.. tnhnlum niun,I to Nlightl.v 
tran•Vl!l'!IPly ~long-nt,•, I~~ tn :!:.!O hy 185 to :.!:IO. Ru,•kf'r I,,ng-th ratio 1 :1.21 
to 1.40. PrPphar~·ux lt·ngth I iu twnl J;'i to ~I; phnrynx ,liirl1tly longer than 
widP, AA to 73 hy ti! tn 6:1; ,._,,phagu,1 IPnirth l 119 to J.I;,; ,.,,,-ul hifur,·ation 
lightly prt•a1•Ptnh11lor; l'Pt'R uurruw, 1•xt,·1ulinir lo within !ill to l r,n of pn•lf'rior 
tn-mit~·- E:u•rrtory blad,! .. ,· tnbulnr, 1•xtl'nding- tu ,,rnri1111 r1•ginn: pnn• 
tt>nuinal. 
TP•t4>~ two, tandnn. ,liJ.'hll~- lubr,I, intn,•1•1•111, longn th11n wi,I,•, antPrior 
at ahnut middlt• nf hindhndy; t.-,t,•, 111-1 to I 71 n J>R rt; u11tni11r t .... t,, 
to :?fifi hy 1:!I !11 2:1;; po,tninr t .. ,ti, ]1-ifi tu 2/l.i hy 111!1 l11 2:\:i: ftt'('lahu -
111 to nnll'rinr ll'•ti• !l-10 In ],0:\0, t,, l""lt•ri .. ,- t,•,ti, 1,:.! JO tu 1,170. ( irru• 
11111' -H!i to fiill hy 9:? to 121. Plongnlt", ,·IR\"nfr. ,trai~ht, 1111•tlinn, ro111111enring 
lii tn :ma pnstaretahulur nnd lrn11ir111tin:r ~H 111 !l!I pn•11,•••t11hulnr ut g<'11itnl 
port", may P.dPnd pn•tninrl.,· hr~·o,11I ontrrinr limit nf ,·it .. llnria; Mntaining 
N>nvolut4>d seminlll v,·,ii-1<', ,traight, thin wnl!P,J, short pnr, prostnti .. a sur-
l'OllndP,I h~· prn•tRII' irl:in,I ,·1·11,. 111ttl slrnight, lnng, 11111so·ulnr, thi,·k wall,~! 
rn1s; t•irru• !181' tip prntrusihl,• thruugh g1•11itnl pnn•; IAtl1·1· ~li,chtly antrrior 
tn 1·P1•11l hifun·ation, n•ry ,lightly s11h1111•<li1111 to 1 .. rt \'1tsa ,,ff,.rrntia nry 
long, uniting to VP!1" ~hnrt rn, d1•ft-r1•ns f'nlt•ring t·irrua snr. 
(hnl\ 1-1:~ t11 JI:! It\' H7 111 1,->.\ t'nur l ◄ ilwd, 11·1·d1:111 , 111lPr1·t•1·:.I lll lil!ldt 11 
with tt•~tt•, ti'; lo 111. 11n•tj• ... t1t·11lar. 1111 t11 "-111.-t p11-..ta.:·1•L1h11lnr '" 11 1,11 l'I' 
,,, ptn4•l1• I lfi t,, I 111 hy ·i1 t11 ~-\ t•lou~al•'. :i11t1•rcttlur-.. 11l t 1 ,1\U!\ \l1•ld1,.. 
~l11111I pr11111111,·11t, a11t,•rnd11r,:1I 11> ,1,:1r\', l .. :111 n•I'• ... c·•11l'd 11p1·11111..: d,11 .. ;1II~ 
unh1t11J tu 11\/lr\ \'11"1!1111· !11ll1dt•, t·1n•llJtll·h1tl. II' l,it,•r;d li,·1.f .... 1111f 1·11 1 ~1· 
hn 1t 111' n!!'hl fi1•l·d d1ff1·1t·11t ti-11111 !Pit (fl.-\ lfi.;, ·J.10 :.!7-1. 11·1 111.·, p.i-.tn,·l'I.Jml.11· 
1n thr1•1• :,,,Jw11111,1h1, tf'r,,.iri:11111:.: 111·;1r 111•,ll't·i111 1-,111•111,t,. ,,fl-Iii·~,· H·--,r o11r 
u11t,•r1,d11r,:1l 111 11L11 ~ 1 t1·r11-. I''' :d11,:.: 111 d 11,:.:1111:d 1·11tl 11.t 1•r 1·t•1·,dh 1,i-t,,, i 
u ar., 111111 p11-.t1-r1ur i,111111111 1·1" ,·11r11 ... ·11·. ;1 ... t·1•11d 111:.: ,11111:11 tu latt, r 1r1 t 
a11l•·ri11r l'''r-111111 ul ;1n•l:1hul11111, lli1 1 11 ,·r11-.-.111\,! "II ri~ld. 111d1:1t1•1 •1 , k 
,,11lli·d. 11111--1·11la1. --li11rl. ,·1111111wr11•J11l!. at 11h1111t 1,,,,1 111 .111l1•11, 1 r IHlh ,,1 1 1 
t11h11l11111 d11r,11111 1',·11 1•~:..:-- ll tu -,i !,_,. :!7" t11 .r..!. \\llli 111,q1ul.tr 1dw1w11I 
.,,~- I ...... 1,,, .... ,, 'd'/" ,,, \\II'- d1•,1·1d11•d tt., ~l:1111t·1 l11"U) \\ II ' I,,,..,,,,,, 
fr111 11 // "'"•, ,,, , 11"' ,,,, 1 11,,,.,,n- r i-11111 T11rtu::H,, I· I, 1nd11, a-. I, 1,1• ""11:11 k ... 1 t 11 ·17) 
rri11 11 ·tt-d th1-. ,p1·1•j., .. ln ► 111 1h1· -.:i111,, li,1 .. t ln111. th,• lhh;1111;1 1 ... h11d-. f,11pf 1 
cJq,-,tiJ d1•-.,-nh,,cJ .... · 1,r,,u,,, lr11111 l'1,-,-n1, ,.,, .... ,1/, 1'1,,11 l11d1n t ', 1111 11ar1-n11 c1• 
'·. n·,•fi"'' ,.,,. wlfh tht• typ1· ,p1•c·i111(•1l nl .,· I tJIO/t1(11 1 l ":-... \ ,r I I 1·1 1 11. ( 'nlL \ "1 1. 
:?!1!1.·,1,1 11111! th, , 1lt•"·ript11111 hy ~!,inf,,,- 11!1.!.li 111,lt,-,11t-,I ,,•n•rnl t1111ol:11,,.·11111I 
tl1tT1•n·11,·t·,. In th,, lultf'r th,· 111"1n1t(•r111 1·111111111·111•1 ·..; :, ... h11rt di...tc11·1·1• 1111--t 
a1·1•ttthulnr, th,, ,·11-r1i-. :,,,uf• 1, lnng.-r n11d 111Prt· 11 r 11·,, :--:~ ... hapi•d. 1•,tn1d11q.: 
arnu1ul th,· rig-ht hord1·r 111" tht• u1·Pt1-1hulu111; th,· ... ,·111iwtl ,·p ... 1c·1'- i... --l1iii~ht. 
1111cl the• pnrs prostntH·u ,•ntlf'd; thl' 11•:-.tr-.. nn• \\tdl'I' t11111t Ion::: nn,l thr -pan• 
h••twP1•11 thP nc•t1tnh11lu111 nn,l n,·nn· i:-- r1•latin•h· .... hort1•r. 111 ...... ,,,,.,.,,i;, tl11 · 
1·1rn1, .. a,· is longt•r nrul n,nrp or i.:..,~ ~-,hnp<"d .. thP par ... pr11,tat11·a 1 ... 1•1,'11•d 
th,· 1•iooph11gu, i, l011:rrr und tlw 1•f'1•nl h1fun·atin11 l11rth1•r pn•a1·Pt11hul11r tlu• 
nt,,Jlaria rxtrnd, 1111t1·ri11rlv In tlw 1,,,.,., 111 th,• 11 .. ..t11huln111 "' ,li;.:l111' ]'''' 
t1lni'f11r: 111111 1111· nrnr~.' h11, ,, .. ,.,,11 lohp, nnd i- ,itu11J1•,I 1111 11ppr;.,,1ahlc• 
, tanrP pr1•t1•~tH·ul11r. Tiu• ,1H•t•iC'~ 11111111• n rt,,n,..-11., ( l.. ,.,.,.,,, -1, ... trai~hl: I. 
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~noperapttroiai-&:ep. (Fig. I) N-K,. 'TVPTl9, 11s 
Two specimena of StffioptNJ pttr<Mi n.ep. were found in t.be 
fiah, Pferow rv.a,elii, diuected at Mandap&m Camp. The mOQJlted 
meu are-Ml> mm. long and 0·32-1·25 mm. broad acrou the 
the -- The anterior end is more attenuated than the 
eud. The Integument is without spines or papillae. At the 
end of each specimen are aeen 10me fibrillar projeotiona. Tbe 
auoar JI 1ublermin&l and it meuures 0·09---0·22X0·l6--0·22 DUL 
phuyu ia ahlent. The oral aucker is directly followed by the 
Pbaou which is 0·06--0·08 mm. long and 0·06--0· ll mm. 
oe■opbaga■ ii 0·24--0·35 mm. long and 0·01--0·03 mm. broad. II 
two iDteniDal oaeca at a di.stanoe of O 23 mm. from the anterior 
TeDtnl 1Uaker. The inte■tinal caeca run parallel to the lateral 
body and terminate a little in front of the posterior end of t.be 
vemnl nabr lie■ M a dinanoe of 0·69--0 83 mm. from the 
tlie lliody. 1' ia almoal droalar, i.e. 0·17 XO 17 or 0-M>e 
• I 11...U. ftelMio ...... tilwocliametawol ... 
Swc.k"ers ,s ne11d!I I:/ In one spec,,,.,,.n t1ntl 1:1.s ,.-,., 1"~ ol'h,-, 5p,,,,,..,en. "7ne 
.t!Xere.1-,Yfj /'"'e is n,ed,i,n c,;,dd,;-.nll!f ,Pllced 11-f~/IJ'Hr;•rentl tT-f'M7t; bt>d!f· 
"J"heeJt:C~ft,":f f/t'5ick is di/,tfed rf -(?rs~""" .,.hen bei:;,,,,e.s ,,.,,.,,., -d ""H~rm7!J u1ile. tThe genital pore is to thl' ld"t of tlte mP<lian lint•. C'XtPrnal t,, th,· left tinal caecum and 0· 19 mm. inwarcl from the left ho<ly 111ar~111. Ju second specimen the genital pure is almost median and plat•f'd rwar the 
t where the bifurcation of intestinal t·aet·a oc·eurs. Tiu• l'irru~ sac is 
much elongated nncl iR 0·8H-O•!I:! n11n. in ll'n!(th. It cxtrnd8 both in 
front and behind the Tentral aucker. The 11eminal vesicle is ooiled &Dll 
filla either one-half or one-third of the cirrus sac. The proetate gland■ an 
few in number. The cirrus is very prominent. The vasa efrerentia are, 
aeen meeting close to the base of the cirrus sac. The testes are irregulad,J 
shaped or may be lobed on their posterior aspects only. In the IOOODd 
specimen only one testis is present, the other seems to have atrophied. 
The anterior testis measures 0 ·17X0·19 mm. while the posteriormee.aurm 
0 ·27--0•28 X0·21--0·29 mm. 
The ovary is lobed and lies much in front of the anterior teeti.s in the 
median line. It has three lobes on the left and four on the right. The 
Mehlis' gland lies in front and close to the ovary. The reoeptaculum 
seminia is partly dorsal to the ovary. The uterus is very much:Jooiled but 
it is confined to the pre-ovarian region. It crosaes the obliquely, 'p)aoed 
baaal part of the cirrus sac and then turns to the right and proceeds forward 
dorsal to the acetabulum and opens at the genital pore through the metra-
term which is a straight tube. The vitellaria exu-nd from the level of the 
region between the intestinal fork and the ventral suokor back to the eoda 
of the intestinal caeca or the posterior end of the body. In the poft-
teaticular region they coalesce in the median line. The eggs are pro'ride,4 
with unipolar non-motile filaments o.nd are 0·03S-0·041 mm. lolli aad 
0·019---0·026 mm. broad. 
Relatiorl8hipa:-Stenopera puroiai n.sp. differs from 8. epa.. 
Manter, 1933, in having a longer ~phagua, vitellaria extending m.n the 
posterior extremity of the body to the level of or a little in front o/ the 
ventral sucker; the ovary situated at an appreciable distance from the anterior 
testis, with seven lobes, three on the left, and four on the right ; and 
lobed especially on the posterior upeots. In S. equilala, the 
is short, the ventral sucker ii quite clooe to the inteatinal fork, the vitellaria 
terminate a little behind the ventral sucker, the ovary is slightly lobed &Dll 
is placed not far from the anterior testis and the testes an- lobed ~ oa 
all sides. 
The new species is larger than S. equilala and has smaller egge. 
been named after the genus of its host. 
H011t: Pttroi8 r~ii (Bennett). 
Location: Intestine. 
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